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Abstract 
 
 
Writing is inherently social and is informed by our interactions with and 
understanding of others.  Drawing on the social-cultural theory, students’ learning 
can be enhanced through peer collaboration and support of which they can act as 
experts to scaffold one another.   
 
The central aim of this research was to explore the effectiveness of peer-dialogue at 
the pre-writing stage on the development of writing skills.   Using action research, 
this study was conducted in a local Hong Kong primary school with second 
language learners (ESL) from Primary 6.  Six students (paired) were targeted for this 
small scale research whereby their peer dialogue was audio recorded.   Content 
analysis was used to analyze the audio transcriptions, ideas generated which was 
scribed on a graphic planner and learners’ writing samples.   The research identified 
recurring patterns of strategies such as peer collaboration and peer tutoring which 
facilitated students in joint construction of ideas and solving linguistic problems.   
Preliminary and post-interview data was also collected to understand learners’ 
perceptions on peer dialogue. The findings revealed that low proficiency ESL 
benefited the most in providing evaluative feedback during peer dialogue which 
developed their writing skills. The study also suggested that level of writing abilities 
be taken into consideration for high proficiency ESL learners to take part 
dynamically in peer dialogue.  
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Chapter 1:   Introduction 
 
 
1.1  Background 
 
Writing is embedded in social and cultural practices. The purpose of writing is to communicate 
one's thoughts with an audience, connecting the text to the reader and the reader to the writer. It is 
a process of planning, drafting, revising and editing.  
 
Through my teaching practice observations in Hong Kong Primary classrooms, writing is often 
treated as a product of displaying language. Hence the focus on content, structure, vocabulary and 
grammar precedes creativity, idea generation and writing for meaning. In addition to the 
exam-oriented culture in some Hong Kong Primary schools, the traditional approach to teaching 
writing is adopted whereby English as Second Language Learners (ESL) are confronted with 
examination-type practice writing tasks that prepares them for the Territory-Wide Systems 
Assessment (TSA)/Pre-Secondary One Hong Kong Attainment Test (PS1). Although some 
teachers believe in the process approach to writing, they find it hard to implement due to 1) heavy 
teaching workload 2) time constraint to cover syllabus contents 3) school policies to cover a 
number of writing tasks 4) preparing students for timed impromptu writing. Hence the process 
approach as suggested by Tribble (1996) which stresses on a cycle of writing activities that “move 
learners from the generation of ideas and the collection of data through to the ‘publication’ of a 
finished text” (pg. 37) are often overlooked focusing on the product rather than the process of 
writing.   
 
1.2  Purpose for this Action Research (AR) Study 
 
This AR emerged as puzzlement of my previous teaching practicum experiences. Whenever ESL 
learners were confronted with a writing task, the initial response would be, “I don't know what to 
write, I don't have any ideas.” My puzzlement grew into curiosity as to how I could encourage 
learners to write and how they could support each other in contributing ideas. The inspiration for 
the AR developed from Pie Corbett's “Talk for Writing' which enables learners to use the language 
orally before writing. Therefore, the purpose of this study at a primary level is to reflect on my own 
teaching practices on implementing peer dialogue at the pre-writing stage. On a deeper level, 
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through the findings of this study, firstly, I hope to gain an insight on the feasibility of 
incorporating peer-dialogue at the pre-writing stage. Secondly, I hope that this would encourage 
pre-service and in-service teachers to consider implementing in their classrooms. 
 
1.3  Research Questions 
This study would be guided by the following research questions:   
1.  How does oral interactions with peers at the pre-writing stage develop second language   
     learners’ writing skills? 
2.  How does oral interactions with peers help learners to develop their ideas? 
3.  How does teacher-student interactions at the pre-writing stage support learners’ in generating 
     ideas to be incorporated as content for their writing? 
4.  What is the impact of oral interaction with peers at the pre-writing stage on the content of  
     students’ writing?  
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Chapter 2:  Literature Review 
 
In this chapter, I will examine the studies that reflect on the use of collaborative strategies for 
writing and the challenges to be considered in the context of an ESL primary school.  
 
According to Kellogg (2008) writing not only involves learning the orthographic system of a 
language but it also requires utilizing the cognitive domain to think of what to say and how to say 
it.  However for young second language learners (ESL) in Hong Kong, writing is more complex 
than that. In comparison to learners writing in their native language (L1), ESL learners also have to 
acquire proficiency in the use of the second language (L2) and learn the techniques, skills and 
writing strategies before they can become efficient writers.   
 
2.1  Writing in the Hong Kong Educational context 
 
According to the English Language Curriculum Guide (2004), “Writing provides learners with the 
opportunity to develop their communication skills to inform, influence and entertain others as well 
as to demonstrate their creativity and critical thinking” (pg. 152). Additionally, the guide 
emphasizes using both the product and process approach in writing in Primary schools.  Although 
this recommendation is clearly stated in the guide, many Hong Kong schools adopt the “utilitarian 
approach” to the teaching of writing (Lim, 2002, p. 266). Therefore, in many ESL classrooms, 
learners 'learn to write' which focuses on the correct usage of grammar, vocabulary, punctuation 
and organization. As a result, writing is treated as a product whereby it is used as a vehicle to 
reinforce language structures and vocabulary.   
 
Furthermore, schools in Hong Kong place a heavy emphasis on preparing learners for the 
government-mandated Territory-wide System Assessment (TSA) and/or Pre-Secondary One 
Hong Kong Attainment Test (PS1). Therefore teachers are constrained to cover course-syllabus 
which is grammar-focused and provide exam-like writing practices as much as possible to prepare 
students for the exams. As Morris (1985) indicated, students gain mastery of skills related to 
writing for examination as opposed to developing individual writers. 
 
In consideration of the above, the examination driven culture and school policies increase pressure 
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for teachers to prepare learners for exam-oriented writing practices and challenges in 
implementing the process approach to writing (Lee & Wong, 2014). The reluctance to apply the 
process pedagogy of writing is that, firstly, some teachers are accustomed to the product-based 
approach to writing. Secondly with the realities of school policies on writing, process writing is 
viewed as an ideal which conflicts with the realities of the classroom (Tsui & Ng, 2010).  
 
2.2  Process Writing Approach – Pre-writing stage 
A sociocultural perspective on writing suggests that writing is not only a social process but specific 
writing practices evolve from particular cultures (Schultz 1997). As mentioned above, learning 
and teaching of writing in Hong Kong may be a result of the exam-driven culture in Hong Kong. 
Therefore, teachers may be reluctant to adopt the process approach in writing as covering syllabus 
and preparing learners for examination focused writing activities are their priority. Various 
scholars have indicated that writing can best be achieved by an approach that involves idea 
generation, thinking of audience, multiple drafts and revising. The basis of this assumption is that 
it may allow learners to explore their ideas and thoughts, making them visible and concrete for 
their writing (Atkinson, 2003; Calkins, 1994; Peregoy & Boyle, 1997; Susser, 1994). According to 
Harmer (2004), the process of writing is not linear, but recursive as writers plan, draft, re-plan, 
re-draft, re-edit until the final version has reached its completion.   
 
As previously mentioned, the process writing approach comprises of stages of pre-writing, 
drafting, editing and publishing. Pre-writing activities may include whole-class brainstorming, 
talking and sharing ideas with peers/groups, mind-mapping, these ideas can be visually 
represented and organized in a graphic organizer/planner. Cotton (1997) has suggested that 
learners who engaged in a variety of prewriting experiences show higher attainment in writing 
than those who start composing without planning. For ESL learners, the pre-writing stage may be 
beneficial as it provides an opportunity to evaluate and organize ideas which may help with 
coherence in writing. Additionally, at this stage, they can contemplate on acquiring the lexicon and 
retrieving content schemata in relation to the context. Go (1994) argues that the pre-writing stage 
provides a platform for students to participate in the language of L2, thinking and articulating the 
ideas and then scribing them which forms the skeletal components of their writing task. Thus, ESL 
learners who are confronted with 'writer's block' in the beginning of writing may find that talking 
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and sharing ideas may alleviate the problem of not knowing what to write. 
 
2.3  Peer Dialogue from a Sociocultural Perspective 
 
2.3.1  Theoretical Framework 
 
Vygotsky’s (1978) socio-cultural theory of learning draws on the construct that language and 
cognitive development takes place in a social context through interaction with people. Both 
productive tasks speaking and writing require learners to internalize what is being said to them and 
also process what to say. Both these mental processes require language to mediate them. Vygotsky 
also suggested that learning occurs within a learners’ Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) that is 
a level slightly above their ability. This happens through collaboration and co-constructing the 
knowledge provided by the support of an expert in helping learners through each level of their 
ZPD. According to Vygotsky, the ZPD of learners are in the maturing process but have not reached 
the maturation stage. Therefore, when learners work in collaboration within their zone, it provides 
an opportunity for them to accomplish tasks that they normally cannot achieve on their own. In 
sharing a similar view as Vygotsky, Bruner suggests that scaffolding occurs through interaction 
between an expert (adults, teacher or parents) and novice (child) in mediating learning and by 
removing the support through each individual's zone of ZPD (Wood, Bruner & Ross, 1976). This 
interaction has generally been noted to include an expert and a novice.    
 
2.3.2  Peer Tutoring/Peer Collaboration 
Building on from the idea that peers can scaffold each other, peer tutoring can take place during 
peer interaction. Scaffolding can occur between learners of different abilities, however, this can 
also occur between learners of the same proficiency (i.e. between two novices). Differing 
competency level learners may have their individual strengths and weaknesses, thereby a 
more-capable peer can strengthen a weaker peer by helping it arrive at its competency level.  In the 
same manner, peers with similar competency level can help one another in understanding and 
completing tasks on hand. Scholars such as Donato (1994) has suggested that peers can 
concurrently be novice and experts in collaborative tasks by scaffolding each other through their 
ZPD. With the assistance of a more capable peer, learners can move through their zone of ZPD, 
mastering tasks as the more capable peer provides the scaffolding. This can be significant during 
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peer dialogue at the pre-writing stage as learners construct ideas, they may not be able to express 
those ideas due to linguistic competence in L2. Through the peer dialogue, learners negotiate 
meanings with each other, clarifying and repeating, proposing and refuting thereby supporting 
each other through their individual ZPD (Donato, 1994). According to Ohta (2001), 'no learner is 
universally more or less capable than a peer, but that each learner presents an array of strengths and 
weaknesses that may be complementary' (pg. 76). During peer dialogue, circumstances may occur 
that both learners are unable to individually formulate their ideas to express them or lack of 
vocabulary may hinder in communicating their meaning. However, in collaborative peer dialogue, 
learners may merge their strengths and weakness in working towards the goal of co-constructing 
the ideas together. In view of this, the task could be achieved as a collaborative effort which makes 
the task easier than if the learner performs it individually. Therefore, through peer dialogue, 
learners may be able to support each other to traverse their individual ZPDs in providing linguistic 
support, logical thinking and word choice. Additionally during the pre-writing stage, learners can 
share, exchange and support individual participants to build non-existent knowledge (Swain & 
Lapkin, 2002). Individual learners may be unable to contribute to ideas due to lack of language, 
content schemata, world knowledge or personal experience. Thereby, peer dialogue may provide 
an invaluable opportunity for learners to scaffold each other, assist in conjuring ideas that are 
difficult to perceive individually for the content of their writing at the pre-writing stage. 
 
2.4  Peer dialogue to develop writing 
To further understand the role of peer dialogue in supporting learners in developing writing 
content, for ESL learners using L2 would be a means and the medium through which learners 
would communicate and express their ideas. By talking out their ideas at the pre-writing stage, 
either with a teacher or peers, learners can bounce of their ideas with each other thus reflecting and 
evaluating on what is being said (McAndrew and Reigstad, 2001). This in turn creates 
opportunities for ESL learners to verbalize their ideas, additionally to evaluate shared ideas and 
provide evaluative comments which provides an outline for writing content. This suggests that this 
talk is generative in supporting articulation and development of ideas for writing prior to 
composing. 
 
Although there may be many types of pre-writing activities that can stimulate learners in 
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composing ideas before writing, some scholars (Cramer, 1975; Meyers, 1980) have recognized the 
value of oral language activities. According to Meyers (1980), the one-to-one interaction provides 
maximum opportunity to utilize oral language skills to strengthen writing. Likewise, writing also 
presents itself as a stage to practice the language skills the learner is acquiring. As learners 
contemplate on what they are saying during peer dialogue to convey meaning and/or to negotiate 
meaning, this in turn may facilitate in noticing and explicit attention may be given to forms, 
structure, vocabulary and spelling (Belcher  & Hirvel,  2008).   
 
2.5  Issues and Challenges to be considered  
Based on the literature (Donato, 1994; Ohta, 2001; Meyers, 1980) the scholars seem to suggest that 
peer dialogue has its potential benefits for ESL learners as they can provide mutual support as they 
build on another’s' ideas and resolve linguistic difficulties prior to writing. In addition, in 
providing collaborative support, learners can provide evaluative feedback or comments on ideas 
that are produced prior to writing. Thus it presents the comments as part of the conversational 
dialogue in contrast to the systematic and written feedback during peer review activities (Sampson, 
2011). 
 
Furthermore the cultural aspects of writing in Hong Kong needs to be taken into consideration. 
Since writing is product-oriented and driven by examination-like writing practices in Hong Kong 
classrooms, it would seem that the process approach to writing is far from a teacher's repertoire of 
teaching and students' learning. Therefore, the pre-writing stage which is the first phase of the 
writing process may be neglected to accommodate ample time to grammar-focused activities and 
the writing task on hand.   
 
The above studies indicate possible language-related benefits that L2 learners may attain, however, 
it could also have potential problems due to the linguistic competence of L2. ESL learners may not 
have the linguistic proficiency to convey their ideas in L2, thus resorting to L1 to communicate 
their ideas and translating them into L2. As a result of direct translation, this may cause 
interference of L1 into L2 writing. 
 
Furthermore, the majority of the studies on peer dialogue at the pre-writing stage are conducted in 
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a L1 classroom where learners’ first language is English or in ESL classes of secondary/tertiary 
institutions. Therefore, my study will address the research gap by exploring how peer dialogue 
during the pre-writing stage can develop the writing skills of young ESL learners (KS2). It is 
hoped that with the findings that emerge with this study, ESL teachers' may consider incorporating 
peer dialogue at pre-writing stages to support learners' in consolidating and planning their ideas 
prior to composition. The research methods of this Action Research study will be discussed in the 
next chapter.  
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Chapter 3:  Methodology 
 
In this chapter, I will introduce the methods used in this research by providing information on how 
I collected the data, the background of the participants and the method of analysis used for the 
study. 
 
3.1  Action Research 
For this research study, I conducted an Action Research (AR) to explore the effects of peer at the 
pre-writing stage on second language learners’ development in their writing skills. This action 
research emerged out of a curiosity resulting from questions unanswered from my previous 
practicums. Therefore, a primary reason for conducting this research is to gain a broader 
understanding of the reciprocal effects of teaching and learning and help to see how these learning 
environments promote or hinder growth (Johnson as cited in McKay, 2009). AR serves as a 
'self-reflective inquiry' aimed at solving my queries and enhancing my understanding of this 
process, thereby, improving my practice and students' learning (Nunan as cited in Bailey et al 
2004).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                         Figure 1: Action Research Cycle 
                                               (Retrieved from http://sustainability/research) 
 
AR is a spiral movement of 'action' and 'research' whereby action is taken to implement the plans, 
observations and data are collected which are analyzed and changes are implemented for further 
research (Burns, 1999). This AR was conducted over an 8-week teaching practicum which was 
split into three research cycles.  Each research cycle was conducted over three 45-minute lessons.  
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3.2  Research Context 
3.2.1   School 
This research was conducted in a government-aided Christian primary school located in Lantau 
(the name of the school will not be disclosed to maintain its anonymity). There are about 12 
teachers, 1 Native English Teacher (NET) and approximately ninety students in the school as there 
is only one class per grade level. The majority of the students live in Lantau who come from 
middle to low socio-economic background without much exposure to English outside school. The 
English proficiency level of the students are from low to middle with some new students entering 
the school mid-term do not speak English at all. The medium of instruction (MOI) is Cantonese for 
all subjects, while teachers use both English and Cantonese to conduct English lessons. The only 
opportunity to communicate completely in English is during the NET class.    
 
3.2.2  Participants 
Six students were selected as part of the action research study. These six students were 
pre-selected by the General English teacher, Ms Lau* (*pseudonym) to attend the Pre-Secondary 
One Hong Kong Attainment Test (PS1) classes which are conducted twice a week after school.  
These six students were chosen to attend the PS1 lessons as their English proficiency levels were 
considered to be the top in their primary six class. The first language of each of the students is 
Cantonese.  With the consent of the Principal and my mentor, I was granted the permission to 
conduct my Action Research study during these lesson whereby I could plan and implement my 
own lessons.  The table below (Figure 2) summarizes the descriptions of the students.   
 
Names 
(pseudonyms) 
Descriptions of students 
Hayley Vocal and more proficient in speaking English in comparison 
 with her peers 
Natalie Newcomer to the school but comparatively more proficient in speaking 
English in comparison with her peers and confident in writing         
Johnny Intermediate in proficiency 
Tommy Less proficient in articulating his ideas, quiet natured 
Harry Low proficiency in English 
Wendy Low proficiency in English 
                           Description of students (Figure 2) 
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After consultation with Ms Lau regarding pairing the students' for the peer dialogue at the 
pre-writing stage, she suggested putting them in pairs as follows (see table below Figure 3) based 
on their proficiency level in English and peer relationship in the classroom.  
                                                        
                                                                                             
 
 
                                                                                         Student Pairings (Figure 3) 
 
3.2.2.1  Teacher-Researcher 
As teacher-researcher, I took on a participant role during the process of the research study to 
facilitate students' through the peer dialogue at the pre-writing stage.  Therefore the six participants 
are I together were active researchers in the study, taking a risk to examine the puzzlement on hand. 
As a result of being a participant, I could observe closely the interactions ensued during the peer 
dialogue to facilitate students during the process and initiate changes as the dialogue evolves.   
 
3.3  Data Collection 
3.3.1  Audio-Recordings 
The main focus of this study is to explore how peer dialogue during the pre-writing stage can 
develop second language learners' writing skills.  In order to acquire this information, the dialogue 
amongst the paired students were audio-recorded during the pre-writing phase. The excerpts from 
the transcript would allow for a 'detailed analysis of the actual language use and the unfolding 
interaction' (Pinter 2006, pg. 150). Since the purpose of the recordings is to notice for interactional 
patterns and/or instances of learning, it could provide me with a mirror-like “objective'' view of 
students' dialogue (Richards & Lockhart, 1996 pg. 11) 
       
3.3.2  Semi-Structured Interviews 
A semi-structured preliminary interview was conducted with Ms Lau to gain an understanding of 
the usual directionality of the school's approach and processes taken for teaching writing. Prior to 
the interventions, the six targeted students were also interviewed to find out their personal opinion 
on talking and sharing ideas with their peers before writing.  Post-interviews were carried out 
Pair 1 Pair 2 Pair 3 
Hayley Johnny Harry 
Natalie Tommy Wendy 
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during the first and last cycle of the study to investigate their perspectives on peer dialogue and 
how it may have developed their writing. All the interviews were audio-recorded and were mainly 
conducted in English but students were given the liberty to speak in Cantonese if they preferred. 
The interviews were transcribed in English and Cantonese (and translated in English). Both open 
and close ended questions were included in the interview questions. Using open-ended questions 
provided me the opportunity to extend questions using “why” and a chance to explore issues that 
arose spontaneously (Berg, 2009).  Using semi-structured interview gives the flexibility to ask 
additional questions that may have emerged during the interview. The double hermeneutic process 
of providing opportunities for students to revisit and reflect on the interventions and also extend 
their understanding of their experiences adds depth and data for the analysis (Stringer, 2008).  
 
3.3.3  Reflection Journals 
Reflection journals were written after each peer-dialogue to record the events that happened during 
the interactions and my afterthoughts. These journals helped me to reflect on students' interactions 
during the pre-writing stage. These notes also provided a means to identify instances of importance, 
which may serve to generate further questions and hypotheses about teaching and learning which 
are essential to my Action Research study (Richards & Ho, 1998). 
 
3.3.4  Planners and Samples of Students' Writing  
The planners were used by the students to scribe their thoughts and ideas which they verbally 
shared with their peers. Together with the planners and the audio recordings of their interactions, 
the planners provided a rich source of data for comparing learners' verbal interactions with the 
ideas learners scribed onto the planner. Samples of students' writing was also collected to analyze 
the contents of their writing. This data served to provide insight on whether: 1) ideas generated 
during the peer dialogue scribed onto the planner were utilized as contents for writing 2) ideas 
were same or different from the planner 3) ideas proposed by peers were included in the writing 
sample.  Incorporating learners' writing samples helped me to explore the impact of peer dialogue 
on the content of students' writing. This is illustrated as below (Figure 4). 
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 AUDIO – RECORDINGS 
   (PEER DIALOGUE) 
       
                                                       
                                                             Figure 4 (Data Analysis Cycle)                                                         
 
3.4  Data Analysis 
Data collected (i.e. audio transcriptions, planners, interviews and students' writing samples) were 
transcribed and then analyzed using the principles of content analysis. Content analysis is a 
subjective method to interpret contents of text data by identifying and classing recurring patterns 
or themes (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Content analysis serves two functions: as a secondary 
observational tool for identifying similar patterns and an analytical tool for categorization 
(Schamber, 2000). Content analysis in the context of my study means I analyzed the data for 
themes and recurring patterns of meaning related to my key research questions (Merriam, 1998).  
For example, I coded the data to find recurring patterns of interactions, instances of peer learning 
and peer collaboration. I assigned a theme to code the data to express the ideas for analysis 
(Minichiello, Aroni, Timewell & Alexander, 1990). By categorizing the emerging patterns in 
themes, I was then able to identify, for example, learners engaging in peer tutoring, peer 
collaboration and providing suggestions on coherence during peer dialogue. 
 
3.5  Ethical Considerations 
 
In ensuring that the research is ethical, the participating school and participants were well 
informed of the procedures prior to collecting data for the research. Consent forms were read and 
signed by the Principal, English teacher Ms Lau and parents of the six targeted students. The 
information collected was treated with utmost confidentiality and names of participants were not 
disclosed as pseudonyms are used in this report.   
 
3.6  Trustworthiness 
 
Due to the qualitative nature of this study which is subjective, I have tried to remain as objective 
     
    PLANNERS 
 
 1) contents for writing 
 2) ideas were same or different 
 3) ideas proposed by peers 
   incorporated into the writing 
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and reflective when I analyzed the data. In order to ensure reliability and validity of this data, I 
have spoken to Ms Lau about my perceptions and the interactional behavior of the students.  She 
acknowledged my observations to be appropriate. Henceforth, I have tried to analyze the data from 
the perspectives of an observer so that the findings can remain subjective.   
 
 
In this chapter, I have discussed the research questions, research methods and data analysis for my 
study.  In the next chapter, I will present my findings from this research study.  
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Chapter 4:  Findings & Discussions 
 
4.1  Evaluation and data analysis 
In this chapter, the findings and discussions from this action research will be presented from two 
perspectives: 1) what did the active researchers learn 2) what I learned from the active researchers. 
The key research questions will be addressed through the analysis of the data.  
       
4.1.1What did the active researchers learn? 
4.1.1.1 Peer Collaboration 
Peer collaboration emerged as one of the themes during my analysis of the audio transcriptions. 
Learners jointly generated content for their writing by merging their ideas together. 
                                            
                                           Excerpt 1 from audio transcription, March 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
                                                      
From the above excerpt, it shows that Wendy agrees with Harry's idea and wants to include her 
own suggestions, “the big woman help, help” (see line 5), however, at this point, she required 
scaffolding to extend her idea. Eventually, Wendy thinks of the idea, “and give him some” (see 
line 8), almost simultaneously Harry’s thoughts are the same, “and give him some” (see line 9). As 
the dialogue progressed, Wendy and Harry continued to contribute ideas to complete one another's 
sentences. In the last few lines of the excerpt, Harry prompts “gold”(see line 10), Wendy 
completes the sentence by saying, 'gold and money ya” (see line 11), “jewel” (see line 12). During 
this peer dialogue, learners’ extended each other’s idea by engaging in joint brainstorming. In 
        Key:  W:  Wendy     H:  Harry (lowest ability pair) 
         
(1)    W: What did he do next? 
(2)    H:  He...hum... 
(3)   W:  He…. 
(4)    H:  He will talk to the big woman 
                        Some lines  deleted 
         (5)    W:  I like your idea but we can add a...a ...the big woman help, help…... 
         (6)     H: (overlap) help  
         (7)     W & H:  Jack 
         (8)     W:  and  give him some 
         (9)      H: (overlap) and give him some 
        (10)     H: gold 
        (11)    W: gold...and money...ya.. 
        (12)    W: jewel…jewel 
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allowing learners to generate ideas by thinking aloud, it enables them to ponder over their ideas 
which gives an opportunity for peers to support and/or elaborate on suggested ideas. As suggested 
by Higgins, Flower & Petraglia (1992), one of the potential benefits of peer collaborations is that it 
allows learners to reflect on their peers’ ideas which enhanced the quality of their writing.  
 
Peer collaboration in scaffolding and extending ideas occurred between the lower ability learners, 
Harry and Wendy (see excerpt 1 above).  However, in analyzing the transcript of Hayley and 
Natalie (see Appendix 1j – Peer Dialogue Audio Transcription), their dialogue reflects a lack of 
shared collaboration in joint construction of the narrative. Initially, Hayley contributes only her 
ideas to the narrative while Natalie uses the guided questions to prompt Hayley’s thinking. By 
encouraging them to share their ideas, consequently, Natalie responds to Hayley’s suggestion for 
the story ending (see excerpt 2, line 3). Hayley extends the idea by suggesting another alternative 
(see excerpt, line 4).  The story ending is a blending of ideas from both Hayley and Natalie’s 
contributions (see excerpt 2, line 4-5).              
 
Excerpt 2, from audio transcription, April 11 
 
 
                                                  
 
 
 
 
    
    
Unlike Wendy and Hugo’s peer dialogue (see excerpt 1), Hayley and Natalie did not require 
support in extending ideas or co-constructing sentences. As both Hayley and Natalie are confident 
thinkers and writers respectively, they contributed ideas to take ownership of their story. This is 
evident in the planner where Natalie only scribes some of the ideas Hayley suggests (see Appendix 
1j – Audio Transcription). Natalie uses her own idea to compose the ending to her narrative, (see 
Appendix 1e – Writing Sample), while Hayley amalgamates both ideas to her story ending (see 
Appendix 1d – Writing Sample). 
 
       Key:  N: Natalie    H: Hayley   (highest ability pair) 
 
(1) N: What do you think they fought the war with.with who? 
   (2)  H:   I think the ending can...Jack want to umm. The ghost King use some magic to want 
                 to hit Jack and Jack is..is scared... He ran away, ran away and climbed the beanstalk, 
                 but the ghost king, the ghost king cut the beanstalk and jack die. 
   (3)  N:  I don’t quite like the idea...I think the ghost king will lock jack and he couldn’t ran 
                away so Jack stayed the stayed in in in the bird cage 
   (4)  H:  I like your but. idea but we can add some like the jack become a bird and he must 
                everyday sing to sing some song to the ghost king 
   (5)  H:   Ok let’s use that idea. 
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4.1.1.2  Peer Tutoring 
Peer dialogue also plays a part in creating an awareness of the transcriptional components of 
writing. As Wendy and Harry verbalize their thoughts before writing, they become aware of the 
grammatical mistakes while formulating the ideas. This collaborative dialogue provides an 
opportunity to express their ideas by “saying” and then reflecting on “what was said” (Wells 2000, 
pg.17) 
                                           Excerpt 3, from audio transcription, March 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As seen from Excerpt 3, Wendy is aware that narratives are written in the past tense so she corrects 
Harry on his choice of the future form 'will' (see line 5). This suggests that learners can 
simultaneously become novices and experts in scaffolding their peers (as suggested in Chapter 2). 
The excerpt above shows that Wendy takes on the role of an expert in correcting Harry. 
Subsequently, Harry acknowledges her evaluative feedback by crossing out “will” in the planner 
(see Appendix 1c – Planner/Planner – Figure 5 ).    
                                                                       
                                                                                               Harry crosses out ‘will’ in the planner   
                                                                      (Planner - Figure 5) 
 
 
                                                                    
 
As mentioned above, peer dialogue provides an opportunity to talk aloud and reflect on “what was 
said”. Concurrently, the above excerpt also shows that Wendy reflects on what she has said, “He 
talk...Not really” (see line 7) and reformulates it by using the past tense form “talked”, and 
     Key:  W: Wendy   H:  Harry (lowest ability pair) 
     (Chinese to English translation in Italics) 
       
      (1)        H:   He will talk to the big woman 
      (2)       W:  Ha...ok 
      (3)       W:   That's good. 
      (4)       H:    He will… 
      (5)       W:   Not will..it's did… 
      (6)        H:   Huh...He… 
      (7)       W:   He talk.(唔係喎)   [Translate: Not really.]  
      (8)       W:   talked t-a-l-k-e-d  
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supports Harry with the spelling (see line 8).   
 
Learners shift roles from novices to experts and vice versa depending on the task and what is being 
discussed. As can be seen from excerpt 4 below, Wendy asks Harry, “How do you say fall down” 
(see line 1), it shows a shift from her previous role as an expert to that of a novice .  Both Harry and 
Wendy jointly recall “fall down” (see excerpt 4, line 2). As they verbalize their thoughts, in turn, 
they are reflecting and contemplating on the correct tense, “W: f-e-l-l, f-a-l-l (see line 3), H: f-a-l-l, 
f-e-l-l 應該係 [It should be.]”  Finally Harry uses the correct verb tense.  
Excerpt 4, from audio transcription, March 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As the above excerpt 4 depicts, learners are applying previously learned knowledge to scaffold 
each other. Although Wendy and Harry are less proficient in English in comparison with the other 
pairs in this research study, they have their individual strengths and skills to contribute in context 
to this particular task. This supports the notion that peers support learning by utilizing their 
individual strengths during collaboration, clarifying and repeating, thereby helping each other 
within their “zone of proximal development” (Donato, 1994)  
   
4.1.1.2.1   Spelling and Vocabulary 
Support in spelling and vocabulary is another predominant theme during peer dialogue. The 
following excerpt 5, Tommy and Johnny are describing what the characters see in their setting. As 
Johnny did not know the English word for wild plants, Johnny asks Tommy, “野生植物點寫呀? 
[How to write wild plants?]” (see excerpt 5, line 1). Tommy supplies the vocabulary and spelling 
(see excerpt 5, line 2). Tommy extends the description of the setting by including animals and 
insects, however, in this turn, Tommy requires vocabulary support for the English word for insect, 
“And animals...and 昆蟲英文係咩呀? [What is the English word for insect?]”(see excerpt 5, line 4) 
       Key: W: Wendy   H: Harry 
     (Chinese to English translation in Italics) 
      
       (1)     W:  跌左落去係咩呀？[How do you say fall down?] 
       (2)     W & H:  fall down 
       (3)     W:   f-e-l-l  , f-a-l-l 
       (4)      H:   f-a-l-l, f-e-l-l  應該係 [It should be.] 
       (5)      H:   fell down to the...to a… 
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which Johnny provides the support in this turn.  
Excerpt 5, from audio transcription, March 7 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
In reviewing excerpts 3, 4 and 5, novice learners are experts in certain writing skills and utilize 
these elements at various occasions during peer dialogue. As the above excerpts show, one partner 
may be proficient in spelling, while another at vocabulary, or another at written mechanics, this 
scaffolding is not unidirectional as novice learners shift their roles, acting as experts supporting 
each other concurrently and mutually through peer dialogue (Yong 2010) 
 
4.1.1.3  Compositional Component - Coherence 
 
A common theme that occurred only among the pair of low proficiency English learners is to 
reflect and evaluate their peers’ ideas. In reflecting and evaluating their peers’ ideas, they are 
question about the logical appropriateness of ideas contributed. The excerpts below (see excerpt 6 
and 7) illustrates this point: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Key:  J:  Johnny   T:  Tommy 
   (Chinese to English translation in Italics) 
       
   (1)    J:  野生植物點寫呀? [How to write wild plants?] 
   (2)   T:   Wild..w-i-l-d 
   (3)   J: wild plants 
   (4)   T:  And animals...and 昆蟲英文係咩呀? [What is the English word for “insect”?] 
   (5)   J:   insect ha 
   (6)   T:  有啲似係呀  [It seems so.] 
   (7)   J : insect 呀, 係唔係呀? [insect, isn’t it?] 
   (8)   T: 好似係  [It seems so.] 
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Excerpt 6, from audio transcription April 18 
 
 
 
 
    
) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the above excerpt 6, it can be seen that Harry takes the lead in initiating ideas for 
constructing the story. When Wendy asks him, “Who's knocking on the door?” (see excerpt 6, line 
1) using the prompt questions on the planner, he contributes various suggestions such as “an old 
woman, an old man, a kid” (see excerpt 6, line 2, 4, and 9). However, Wendy is dissatisfied by his 
answers as she attempts to think of a logical reasoning for integrating those characters in the 
narrative. Finally she proposes, “or a beggar?” (see excerpt 6, line 10) while furnishing a logical 
reasoning, “乞丐可以話佢無地方住呀嘛 [If we write a beggar then we can say that he has no where to 
live.]” (see excerpt 6, line 12 
 
In the following excerpt 7, Wendy imparts most of the logical reasoning in co-planning the 
narrative. She repeatedly challenges Harry on his idea contributions and requested for 
explanations. As can be seen from the question/answer sequence on lines 1-5, Wendy expressed 
her disagreement by saying, “doesn't make sense” (see line 5). Eventually, she suggests a logical 
explanation to her contribution,”話佢好肚餓囉睇落，非常之可憐  [Let's say he looks very 
hungry...he looks pitiful.] (see excerpt 7, line 9). In providing this suggestion, Harry was able to 
connect the ideas coherently to generate a logical sequence of events (see excerpt 7, line 10-11) 
                             
 
 
    Key:  W: Wendy   H:  Harry 
   (Chinese to English translation in Italics) 
       
   (1)     W:   邊個敲門呀？   [Who’s knocking on the door?] old..咩呀？ [What?] 
    (2)      H:   old woman... 
    (3)     W:   點解係  old woman？  [Why is it old woman?] 
    (4)     H:   或者  old  呀伯啦   [Maybe its an old man.] 
    (5)     H:   old man..there was an old man knocking on the door. 
    (6)    W:   諗下先    [Think about it first.] 
    (7)    W:   我加自己意見啦    [I will add some of my own ideas.] 
    (8)    W:   我想加一個一個一個⋯⋯ [I want to add one…] 
    (9)     H:   細路仔？ [A kid?] 
              Some lines have been deleted 
    (10)  W:   定係乞丐呀？ [Or a beggar?] 
    (11)   H:  girl…. 
    (12)  W:  乞丐可以話佢無地方住呀嘛   [If we write a beggar then we can say that he has no where to live.] 
    (13)   H:  又好    [That’s good.] 
    (14)  W:  乞丐⋯⋯[Beggar] 
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Excerpt 7, from audio transcription April 18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the above two excerpts, the peer dialogue facilitates a deeper engagement of ideas generated 
through the dialogue. Through collaboration, Wendy evaluates Harry's suggestions to improve the 
quality of the ideas. The interactions from this pair of less-able learners contrasts with other pairs 
in providing more of an evaluative feedback rather than an exchange/extension of ideas.   
 
4.1.2   What I learned from the active researchers: 
4.1.2.1  Learner-Learner Proficiency 
The pairing of the learners was based on the suggestion of their English teacher, Ms Lau.  It was 
recommended that the learners be paired according to their proficiency level in English.  It was my 
assumption that the higher ability learners, Hayley and Natalie may fare better than their lower 
ability counterparts as they acquired the skills and language abilities to articulate their thoughts.  
However, my findings contradict my initial assumption that higher English proficiency learners 
would jointly collaborate in peer dialogue.  
 
 
 
 
                       
    Key:  W: Wendy   H:  Harry 
   (Chinese to English translation in Italics) 
       
   (1)    W:  個伯伯點樣比佢入屋企呀？    [How does the grandpa let him get into the house?] 
   (2)    H:  個伯伯一開始就係個門口度睇風景，跟住就見到個 beggar 係隔離 
                  [At first, the grandpa was standing at the door looking at the scenery. Then he say that the  
                  beggar was beside him.] 
   (3)   W: 咁佢敲門喎，佢唔知喎   [He knocked on the door. He didn’t know.] 
   (4)   H:  Then the beggar… 
   (5)  W:  doesn't make sense  
   (6)  H:  Then someone knock on the door then the old then  the old man he, he, he go out  
   (7)  W:  個老伯伯係個唔耐煩嘅人，咁點樣點比佢入去呀？ 
                [The grandpa is impatient. Then how do we let him in?] 
   (8)  H:  The beggar knocks many times knock the door many times? 
   (9)  W:  話佢好肚餓囉睇落，非常之可憐    [Let's say he looks very hungry...he looks pitiful.] 
   (10) H:  好    [Good.]  
   (11) H:  跟住老伯伯就比佢入屋，比野佢食，其實make sense喎 
                [Then the old man let him into the house and gave him food. It actually makes sense.] 
    (12)W:  只不過要講返個邏輯性囉    [But we just need to make it logical.] 
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                                           Excerpt 8 from audio transcription, April 18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From excerpt 8 above, it can be seen that Hayley dominates the interaction in  constructing the 
narrative by herself (see line 2-5, 7-8). Hayley takes the lead in completing the task as an 
individual instead of a joint effort to construct the narrative. Natalie is passive and her contribution 
is minimal as she only interjects with question prompts (see line 1, 6).  The interactional pattern is 
that Hayley presents a monologue of ideas followed by Natalie asking the prompt questions.  The 
dynamics of these high ability learners influences the type of collaborative talk that can ensue in 
developing their writing (Watanabe & Swain, 2007).  Furthermore, Hayley makes no attempt to 
engage Natalie and even so Natalie makes no effort to be included. Leeser (2004) suggested that 
low-proficiency L2 learners may not be able to accomplish some collaborative tasks unless they 
are complemented with higher-proficiency learners. In contrast, my findings has suggested that 
low-proficiency learners benefit from collaborative peer dialogue as they solve linguistic problems 
and support their peers. 
 
In trying to understand the outcome of the above interaction between Hayley and Natalie, Hayley 
provided her perceptions and role on peer dialogue during the post-interview. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
      Key:  N:   Natalie  H: Hayley       (highest ability pair) 
      (Chinese to English translation in Italics) 
       
         (1)   N:  Problem 
         (2)   H:  個細路女一入到黎就超載    [Once the little girl came in, the house was overloaded] 
         (3)   H:  And then the house.. 
         (4)  H:  慢慢, 慢慢開始降落   [slowly, slowly came falling down] 
         (5)  H:  and then the old man throw all the things...throw the things mostly..拋左大部分嘅野  
                      [throw most of the things) 
         (6)  N: 最後點呀?  [What happened in the end?] 
         (7)  H: 但係間屋 [But the house] the house was fall down 都係係度降落緊  [ is still falling down.] 
         (8)  H:  the girl and the old and the old man  was scared to death  佢地行到門口前面 
                     [They walked to the  front of the door.]    
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Extract 9 from post-interview (after AR cycle 1) 
(Hayley's perception on peer dialogue) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
Excerpt 10 from post-interview (after AR cycle 3)- 
(Hayley's role on peer dialogue) 
           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the above extracts, it shows that Hayley has reflected on her viewpoint towards peer 
dialogue and concluded that thinking on her own help her to think more clearly as talking to a peer 
creates confusion with ideas generated (see extract 9). Additionally, she dominates the idea 
generation as she considers herself 'creative' (see extract 10), accordingly, she assigns herself the 
role of 'idea generator' and Nathalie the 'writer'.   
 
Furthermore, this variance in joint construction between high proficient and low proficient English 
learners may be due to the perception of learners' beliefs about the benefits of peer dialogue and 
writing content.  Learners may participate actively if they perceive that it may improve their 
writing skills so they may exploit the learning opportunities versus learners who may not see any 
        Key:  R:  Rekha   H:  Hayley  
         (Chinese to English translation in Italics) 
          
          R:  Does talking and sharing ideas with your classmate help you before you start writing? 
        H:  No 
        R:  No and why? 
        H:  It's the same..because they mix the idea 
        R:  They mix up the ideas. Mix up the idea means you don't know which ideas to choose 
                for your writing?  What do you mean mix up?   
        H:  Um...like that is she idea...and that is my idea and when I was thinking, I will put it 
                together and  then they will... 點講呢... [How should I say.]... 
        R:  Say it in chinese, it's ok 
        H:  亂七八糟, 感覺有少少混淆左 而且我認為有陣時可能會比較幫助到我思考, 可以比我靜少 
        少諗到更多嫁話唔定會 
        [A bit messy, I feel a bit confused. Also, I think it helps me to think. I think 
           thinking on my own quietly can help me generate more ideas.] 
        R:  If you don't talk to your partner.. you can think more ideas by yourself 
        H:  and I will think it clearly 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              Key:  R:  Rekha   H:  Hayley  
          
              R:  When I listen to your recording, it seems like you give a lot of ideas, most of..most of it are 
                       your ideas and then  Nicole writes them down, why why is it, most of the time you give your 
                       ideas but Nicole doesn't give much ideas. She doesn't want to give ideas or you want to give 
                       your ideas? 
             H:   I'm more maybe...um.. creative and I can think more idea .but Nicole maybe, she doesn't have 
                       some idea so I talk to her and she write down 
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gains in their writing (Neumann & McDonough 2014).  This is also suggested by Hayley during 
her post-interview (see extract 11 below). 
 
                                 Extract 11 from post-interview (after AR cycle 3) 
       
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
4.1.2.2    Writing Process is Recursive  
As I planned this action research, I reviewed the pre-writing stage as an isolated step in developing 
second language learners' writing skills.  However, as I progressed through the action research, it 
came to my awareness that learners also required support in other aspects of writing such as: 
vocabulary, cohesion and mechanics.  During AR cycle lesson 2, (see Appendix 4 AR Lesson 
Cycles), I conducted a mini-lesson on describing settings using the five senses before learners 
initiated peer dialogue.  My rationale in doing so was learners could generate ideas with their peers 
on elaborating the settings using the five senses. However, in reviewing learners' planners. only  
Johnny and Tommy attempted to describe their setting, “In the mountain, they see many wild 
plants, insect and grass. They were delight because they can see beautiful view” (see Appendix 2b 
- Planner ).  
 
Consequently only Tommy's written composition did include a description of the setting using the 
five senses, “In the mountain, they saw many plants like trees and flowers. They were so beautiful. 
They smelled fragrance from the flower and they heard water running too. They were pleased.” 
(see Appendix 2g – Writing Sample).  In comparing the preliminary idea on the planner and the 
composition, it is noticeable that he had re-thought about his ideas by adding and deleting them as 
         Key:  R:  Rekha    H: Hayley 
           (Chinese to English translation in Italics) 
          
        R:  Are the following stages of writing easier/same/--generating ideas, easier, same or harder? 
        H:  I think same 
        R:  And writing? 
        H:  Same 
        R:  Why are there no changes? Why do you think no changes for you? 
         H:  我都.. [I have…]  it was many many ideas can help me but  
         R:  You say in Chinese, it's ok 
         H:   即係我雖然覺得呢咁樣就比左好多方法我啦, 咁不過其實我覺得對我黎講都好似一樣嫁咋,  
             係囉..都係自己諗一個idea寫返落去,所以我覺得其實無分別 
            [ I think that you gave me many methods, but in my opinion I think that it is the same.  
              It’s the same as if I have an idea, I will write it down. So there is not much difference. ] 
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he composed his writing. By doing so, he had developed his writing skills based on what he had 
learned during the mini-lessons. Therefore even ESL writers do not follow a neat sequence of 
planning, organizing, writing and revising, it's a recursive process where they re-plan, re-draft and 
re-edit as they reach the final version of their writing (Harmer 2004)  
 
4.1.2.3   Linguistic competence & Task Demand 
 
Prior to the intervention, I conducted a preliminary interview with Ms Lau to determine learners' 
capability in generating ideas.  From the excerpt below, Ms Lau indicated that the higher ability 
students are capable of generating ideas using the picture prompts provided in their writing sheet.  
However, she reiterates that students cannot explain their ideas clearly or  fluently as they lack the 
vocabulary and information to support their ideas (see line3 and 5) 
            
        Excerpt 12 from preliminary interview, March 2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In analyzing the transcripts during AR cycle 1 learners used the question prompts on the planner to 
guide their thinking in generating ideas.  During the first cycle, learners' attempted to generate 
their main ideas in English (see Appendix 1j, 1k & 1l -Transcriptions), switching to Cantonese for 
vocabulary support or if they could not articulate their thoughts in English (see excerpt 13 and 14) 
                                  
                                            Excerpt 13, audio transcriptions March 7 (AR cycle 1) 
 
                        
 
 
 
 
     Key:  L:  Ms Lau   R: Rekha 
 
     (1)   R:  Do the students in your class have difficulties in generating ideas for their writing? 
     (2)   L:  I find they for less able student,  usually they feel quite difficult to generate ideas but with the discussion, 
                 I find that they will have, they can generate a little more without the discussions.   
                  (some lines deleted) 
      (3) L:  The more able student  I find that some of them are quite okay that means ah  without the discussion, with  
                  the help of pictures they also have some good ideas, but maybe sometimes they cannot explain  very well 
                  that means the supporting details, maybe they are in lack of  a kind some  information, to support their ideas 
      (4) R:  Is it the vocabulary 
     (5)  L:  sometimes it's about the vocabulary, sometimes,  its the they cant explain fluently or clearly about their  
                   ideas 
   Key:  J:   Johnny     T:  Tommy 
 
    J: Travel 掘金呀 [Dig the gold] 
    T:  喂係喎! [Oh yes!] Find the gold diamond 
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Extract 14, audio transcriptions March 7 (AR cycle 1) 
 
     
 
 
 
 
It can also be noted that learners only had to generate ideas for only part of the story.  Learners’ 
content schemata of the story structure may have helped to make the  task less demanding 
cognitively.  During AR cycle 2, learners were required to generate ideas for an adventure story 
using a picture prompt (see Appendix 5 – Picture Prompts)  In reviewing the transcripts (see 
Appendix 2k, 2j, 2l – Audio Transcriptions), learners used Cantonese mainly to generate ideas for 
the story while they switched to English for scribing. This may have occurred for the following 
reasons: task demand learners are accustomed to generating ideas using pictures in sequence using 
key words provided. During AR cycle 2, learners had only one picture to help them to generate 
ideas without question prompts to guide their thinking. The cognitive ability to prompt thinking, 
articulate ideas in English and elicit vocabulary places a high demand on their cognitive abilities. 
 
Learners also selected the pictures based on their abilities to generate ideas.  Upon reflection, I 
observed low to mid ability learners selected pictures based on previous knowledge (see Appendix 
5 – Picture Prompts: A which resembles Alice in Wonderland) and/or either ease of creating a 
story.  However the high ability learners, Hayley and Natalie selected picture C (see Appendix 5 – 
Picture Prompts: C) perhaps due to the challenge of devising an interesting story.   From their 
transcript (see Appendix 2j - Transcriptions), the peer dialogue is completely conducted in 
Cantonese.  Upon reviewing their transcript, it became apparent that learners did indeed have lots 
of ideas as suggested by Ms Lau (see excerpt 11 above), however, due to their linguistic 
competence in English, they are unable to translate their ideas into English.  As a result, some of 
their complex ideas do not manifest on the planner (see Appendix 2a - Planner) and in their writing 
(see Appendix 2d & 2e – Writing Sample).  Therefore, this is also one of the factors that hinders 
their development of writing skills. 
 
 
     Key:  J: Johnny    T: Tommy 
 
     J: 呀,嗰啲人嗰啲嗰啲居民俾佢折樓緊著斬佢  [Oh, those people attempted to let him demolish  
the building, then kill him]  
    J : “拆”既英文係乜嘢呢? [What is the English of the word “Demolish”?] 
    T:  ah...makes 
    J:得呀得呀  [okay okay]  
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4.1.2.4   Personal voice – Identities as writers 
 
Peer dialogue provided an opportunity for learners to jointly co-construct their ideas to create a 
narrative.  On one hand some learners jointly collaborated during peer dialogue, on the other hand 
some learners ascribed roles to be 'idea generators' and 'writers' on the planners.  As a result of this 
joint effort, it could be seen from cross-analyzing the audio transcriptions, planners and writing 
samples that learners identified themselves as writers.  They used the planners as a skeleton to 
structure and organize their stories, however, the contents were either their individual voices or a 
combination of their own voices' and their partners' voices.   
 
In excerpt 15 below, Natalie suggests that the good guys use magic to resurrect its people (see line 
1 & 3).  However, Hayley refutes her idea (see line 2 & 4) and insists that the idea should not be 
included in the planner (see line 6).  Nevertheless, Natalie records it on the planner (see Appendix 
2a – Planner/Figure 6: Planner).   
                                                                   Excerpt 15, audio transcription April 11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                       Natalie scribes her idea 
                                                                           on the planner  
                                                                       (Figure 6 – Planner) 
 
  
 
 
 
Key:  N:  Natalie     H:  Hayley  
(Chinese to English translation in Italics) 
         
  (1)   N:   The leader of the good guys used the magic to.. the magic to … 
  (2)   H:   唔好甦醒，唔好甦醒，我諗就⋯[No resurrection, no resurrection, I think…] 
  (3)   N: 但係甦醒會好玩啲喎 [But it’s more fun to resurrect them] 
  (4)   H: 唔好唔好⋯[No no…] 
  (5)   H: 我覺得唔甦醒好玩啲  [I think it’s more fun to not resurrect them] 
  (6)   H:    唔好寫⋯  [Don’t write it…] 
  (7)   H: 咪傻啦⋯邊度會咁浪漫丫⋯   [Don’t be stupid… How can it be THAT idealistic…?] 
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Another learner, Tommy also provided a suggestion to the problem, “someone is shooting the 
balloons” (see excerpt 16, line 2), but Johnny ignores his idea and proceeds to ask me the English 
vocabulary for 'creditor'.  Thus the suggestion is not written on the planner. 
                                                           
                                                       Excerpt 16, audio transcription April 11         
                                               
 
 
 
 
 
 
In reviewing both samples, Natalie and Tommy (see Appendix 2e /Appendix 2g – Writing Sample), 
it can be discerned that they utilized the planner as a skeleton for organizing the structure of the 
narrative.  They identify themselves as individual writers.  Using their own thoughts, logic and 
ideas, they crafted their personalized narratives.  Consequently, the narrative is a collaboration of 
the peer dialogue with respective interpretations of their partners' voices and their own voices 
 
4.1.2.5  Teacher Scaffolding 
 
I was an active participant during the peer dialogue process.  The reason why I decided to take an 
active role instead of being an observer is that learners are familiar with whole-class brainstorming 
and talking to their peers to generate ideas is unfamiliar to them.  As I observed learners' 
interactions, I became aware that they required support in vocabulary, articulating their ideas in 
English and they also required reflections questions to think about their writing to consider it as a 
whole process and not merely answering a set of guided questions.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Key:  T:  Tommy   J:  Johnny   R:  Rekha  
   (Chinese to English translation in Italics) 
          
   (1)       T:  Problem 
   (2)       J:   跟住個欠債還錢嘅人係個氣球上面，爆哂佢波 [Then the person who owes 
                    money is on top of the balloons and burst all the balloons.] 
   (3)       T:  shooted..problem..有人 shooting果個氣球  [Someone is shooting the   
                    balloons.] 
   (4)       J:  Rekha..how to describe um..um..borrow the money and this man borrow to  
                   this..this people what is this people  
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Excerpt 17 from audio transcriptions March 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the above excerpt, Tommy and Johnny want to express the idea of digging gold from the 
ground.  However, they did not have vocabulary or the sentence structure to express the idea (see 
line 5). With my scaffolding and reformulation of the sentence (see line 6) they incorporated the 
correct vocabulary into their planner (see Appendix 1b –Planner & Figure   below).  
 
 
 
 
                    Figure 7 –planner                                                                     Figure 8 -planner 
 Additionally through my guidance with prompt questions (see line 10), learners were able to 
include thoughts on how the villagers felt when the character stole their gold.  Upon reviewing the 
planner, the learners’ included the adjective “angry” onto the planner (see Figure 8 above).  Upon 
analyzing Johnny's writing sample (see Appendix 1f – Writing Sample), he had incorporated my 
reformulated sentence and villagers' feeling in his narrative (see Appendix 1f – Writing Sample, 
line 5), “Jack dug the gold  because all of ground is gold” and (see Appendix 1f – Writing Sample, 
line 10) “What are you doing! Stop!” said the villagers angrily).  Therefore, in scaffolding learners 
to reflect on their writing, it may encourage them to consistently reflect on themselves as writers.   
 
   Key:  T:  Tommy       R:  Rekha     J:  Johnny 
    
    (1)      T:  Digger… 
    (2)     R:  Digger? 
    (3)         T:   Dig the gold 
    (4)         R:  Oh..he dug the gold..I see..ok 
                  some lines deleted 
    (5)    J:  Dug the dirt, the dirt is the gold 
    (6)   R:  Oh, he dug it,  he found  gold  in the ground 
    (7)   J & T: Yes.. 
    (8)  R: Then, next he met 
    (9)  T & J: He met the villagers 
    (10)  R: How the villagers feeling?  They must be very… 
    (11) T: angry 
    (12) R: What did the villagers do? 
    (13)      T: a-n-g-r-y (spelling) 
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The findings revealed that low proficiency ESL benefited the most in providing evaluative 
feedback during peer dialogue which developed their writing skills. In contrast, the high 
proficiency learners displayed a monologue interactional pattern where they ascribed individual 
roles such as “idea generators” and “writers” with less collaborative strategies in evidence. In the 
next chapter, the implications and conclusion will be presented. 
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Chapter 5:  Implications and Conclusion 
5.1 Implications  
In this final chapter, I will discuss the implications obtained from this research from three 
perspectives: 1) school administrator 2) teachers   3) educator of writing.   Thereafter, it will be 
followed by limitations to this research study and finally concluding remarks.   
 
5.1.1  Implications for the school administration 
Through the findings of this research study, the positive effects of peer-dialogue during the 
pre-writing stage has been observed.  The English Curriculum Guide (CDC 2004) states that, 
“Writing provides learners with the opportunity to develop their communication skills to inform, 
influence and entertain others as well as to demonstrate their creativity and critical thinking” (pg. 
152).  However, there is rhetoric versus reality clash where the Guide proposes alternative 
approaches to writing but TSA/PS1 examinations are the norms of reality. Learners write to fulfill 
exam requirements rather than as a communicative means for expressing meaning. 
In keeping a balanced approach to preparing learners for examinations and also developing 
learners as writers, the school can make changes to the current writing practices.  The writing tasks 
that learners are required to complete in a school year need not be a one-shot,  timed-impromptu 
writing. Some tasks could be allocated to the process approach where learners can brainstorm 
ideas with their peers, draft and re-draft, edit and have their writing published.  Additionally, the 
school could organize after school creative writing lessons where learners could be exposed to 
writing in various genres and text types that would allow for creativity, critical thinking and 
writing for meaning.  
 
5.1.2  Implications for teachers 
From the teaching practicum experience, the teacher reiterated that if she had time, she would 
adopt peer dialogue during brainstorming sessions.  In doing so, she could provide comments and 
scaffold to group members and get a grasp of the real situation of learners' ease or difficulty in 
generating ideas. A change could be advocated if school administrators listen to teachers' voices 
and allow for some flexibility in delivering the syllabus.  The school administrators and teachers 
need to work as members of learning communities  (Shulman & Shulman, 2004) to meet the 
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demands of teachers as well as learners.  In addition, professional developments for in-service 
teachers is necessary to equip them with the skills and knowledge in becoming teachers of writing.   
5.1.3  Educator of writing 
As a teacher-researcher and active participant in this AR study, I initially viewed the prewriting 
stage as an isolated step taking a linear approach to process writing. However, the active 
researchers of this study exhibited traits of generating ideas, composing and re-developing ideas 
just on their first draft.  Thereby learners experienced the recursive processes of writing 
autonomously. This has had a great impact on me as an educator of writing.  I learned that ESL 
learners have an abundance of ideas but due to their linguistic competence, they are unable to 
articulate them. Given extra scaffolding through mini lessons and the liberty on being creative, 
they could write imaginative stories.   
To maintain sustainability of this study, reforming within the workplace is essential, that is 
balancing realism of teaching with idealism about good writing practices (Casanave 2009). 
 
5.2   Limitations of the research   
5.2.1 Small research study 
The scale of this research was rather small where the number of participants was 6.  While  this 
study may provide some insights on the effect of peer dialogue in developing young second 
language learners' writing, this cannot be generalized to a larger school community.  In addition, 
this research was conducted over 8 weeks, although findings revealed some learners benefited 
from the AR study, a more comprehensive research may determine the relationship between peer 
dialogue and the development of writing. Moreover, learners from various key stages could be 
included as participants for further research  In addition, including various genres may also help to 
gain a deeper understanding of peer dialogue in the development of writing skills.   
5.2.2  Teacher-Researcher as participant 
I acknowledge that I was an active participant in scaffolding learners through this AR study. As I 
was writing this, I was aware of my own subjectivity and have tried to keep standing back and be 
as reflexive as possible in analyzing the findings. 
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5.3 Concluding Remarks 
This study shows that some learners benefited from peer dialogue in their development of writing 
skills. In generating ideas with a peer, lower ability learners took on roles as novices and experts to 
scaffold each other during the process to complete the task collaboratively.  However, peer 
tutoring did not occur between higher ability learners, rather their collaboration was in extending 
each other’s ideas.  This research has helped to realize that the process of writing cannot be viewed 
as separate linear stages.  The process of writing is recursive which ESL learners autonomously 
engaged in planning and re-planning the ideas while drafting.  I understand the constraints that 
teachers have in implementing the process pedagogy of writing, however, balancing realism of 
teaching with idealism about good writing practices is essential for reform within members of the 
learning community. 
Writing is complex process ranging from the mechanical aspects of writing from one end to the 
more complex act of composing on the other end (Omaggio Hadley 1993).  This study may not 
completely reflect all the challenges faced by ESL.  Therefore the findings provides some insights 
of who and how learners may or may not benefit from peer dialogue. In my future studies, I hope to 
continuously strive to reflect and evaluate strategies in enhancing learners’ experience and 
development in writing.  
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 AR CYCLE 1 
Appendix 1 j – Peer Dialogue Audio Transcription 
Hayley* and Natalie* (*pseudonyms) 
March 7, 2016 
Jack & The Beanstalk 
(Duration: 7:39) 
 
Key:  H: Hayley N: Natalie R: Rekha 
(Chinese to English Translation in Italics) 
H: The title is...... Jack and the Beanstalk 
N: What did Jack see when he climbed up the beanstalk? 
 
H:  Umm..he saw a cloud...ha, ha, ha, he saw a 嗰啲死左個啲人, [he saw the dead]  the die people, 
death, die, ha, death people 
 
N: Death ha? 
 
H: Death people. 
 
H: They all...They all walk around the castle. 圍著一個城堡轉 [turning around the castle] 
 
N: Um..why he...why he walk around the castle? 
 
H: Um..they 佢地被人控制左 [They were being controlled] 
 
H: Control 
 
N: He will control the castle. And also...what 
 
H: Hmm...maybe you can...said the...said some idea. 
 
N: Hmm..I think, I think, I think, he, I think he take a bath on the cloud. 
 
H: 如果係咁既時侯會唔會掉頭走? [If he does so, will he really go away?] 
 
N: And also, how did he feel? 
N: How did he feel? 
H: Um..scared and excited 
N: Why did he feel scared? 
H: Because he saw ghost, excited is because he know that he can control the ghost. 
R: So are you talking to each other? You sharing your ideas? 
H: I will 
 
R: Hmm... 
 Hayley* and Natalie* (*pseudonyms)    --  cont’d 
 
R: I only see Natalie writing, that’s why 
 
R: Ok. Whose ideas are all of these? Whose ideas are these? All your ideas? But what 
about Natalie’s ideas? 
 
N: Who did he meet? 
 
H: Here is your idea 
 
R: That’s it, the title is her idea 
H: Yes 
R: But don’t you want to share your ideas together 
N: Who did he meet? 
H: 你呀? [You?] 
 
R: You talk to each other, it’s not about her idea or your idea...it’s about talking to each 
other 
 
N: He..He..He met a..a ghost king and they ..and they be friends. 
H: Oh, I like your idea. 
R:  You don’t have to always agree with the idea, you know. Maybe you have your own idea. 
N: The ghost...but something makes, makes.. the ghost King.. (inaudible).  Jack said one thing, 
H:  He ugly 
N: He was scared with the ghost. So they start the war. 
 
H: 高少同鬼大 [something is greater or the ghost is greater?] 
 
N: What is your idea? 
 
H: Um..I think the ghost King is angry because Jack control his ghost, control his ghost to hit him. 
N: I like your idea but I think we can add they, they, at last, they be friends again. 
N: What do you think they fought the war with.with who? 
 
H: I think the ending can...Jack want to umm. The ghost King use some magic to want to hit Jack and Jack 
is..is scared... He ran away, ran away and climbed the beanstalk but the ghost king, the ghost king cut the 
beanstalk and jack die. 
 
N: I don’t quite like the idea...I think the ghost king will lock jack and he couldn’t ran away so Jack stayed the 
stayed in in in the bird cage 
 
H:  I like your but. idea but we can add some like the jack become a bird and he must everyday sing to sing 
some  song to the ghost king 
 
H: Ok let’s use that idea. 
 AR CYCLE 1 
Appendix 1K – Peer Dialogue Transcription 
Johnny* & Tommy* (*pseudonyms) 
March 7, 2016 
Jack & The Beanstalk 
(Duration 9:22) 
 
Key: T: Tommy J:  Johnny R: Rekha 
 
(Chinese to English translation in Italics) 
 
T: change the story 
 
R: Ya you gonna change the story. You gonna change the story. 
T: Ha see a place 
T: Can say see a place...see a place 
 
J: He saw a 新大陸點講 [How to say a new place in English?] 
 
T: new...he saw a new place 
R: Ok, what is that new place? 
T: And go gold 
J: Gold place 
 
R: A place full of gold? 
 
J: Ya 
 
R: Then…So you can say a place full of gold? 
 
R: But if you don't like the idea, Tommy, you can tell him. 
T: I like your idea 
J: Ok 
 
T: What he do first? Travel 
J: What travel? 
T: Travel the place? 
 
J: On the beanstalk? 
 
J: 乜咁呀…棵樹黎架? [Oh, why is this so? Is this a tree?] 
 
J: What did he do next? 
 
T: Travel the place 
 
J: Travel 掘金呀 [Dig the gold] 
 Johnny* & Tommy* (*pseudonyms)--- cont’d 
 
T: 喂係喎! [Oh yes!] Find the gold diamond 
 
R: But you don't need to think of just one place, maybe if you both can think of different ideas, 
you can put it over here first, because it is not your final. 
 
T: It is a bad idea.  I like your idea. 
 
J: gold..既英文係咁樣既 [gold..English is like that (mumbling to himself)] 
T: Who did he meet?  Meet the ... 
J: How did he feel? Happy 
 
T: Meet the..live in theres people 
 
J:  呀,嗰啲人嗰啲嗰啲居民俾佢折樓緊著斬佢  [Oh, those people attempted to let him demolish 
the building, then kill him] 
 
T: 然之後啦啲居民全部都係小矮人 [Then all residents are the dwarfs] 
 
J: 咁咪同... 咁咪同嗰啲 [Then with…with]...villagers 
 
J: “拆”既英文係乜嘢呢? [What is the English of the word “Demolish”?] 
 
T: ah...makes 
 
J: 得呀得呀[okay okay] 
T: The house and building 
J: Villager...village 
T: (inaudible...the end..The villagers killed her..killed him 
J: (writing) many gold 
J: the villager 
 
T: (overlap) the villager kill him and throw the..throw the (inaudible) 
 
J: kill him and he die, yes ok 
T: yes ok 
J: 再諗吓諗吓個我題目[Let’s think about the title] title 
 
T: Title is the 侵略者係乜嘢 [What is invader?] 
 
J: Jack 唔係都係 beanstalk [no, it’s still a beanstalk] 
 
T: 吓,我即係   我 [that mean] Jack beanstalk change 
 Johnny* & Tommy* (*pseudonyms)--- cont’d 
J: Jack , Jack and the gold village 
T: It's ok 
T:          I like it. 
 
J:          It's ok 
 
T:         It's ok, finish 
 
R:        You finished already? 
 
R:     What is your idea?  Can you explain to me? 
R:      What did Jack see?  What's this new place? 
T: A...(inaudible) 
J: Gold village It's a gold village? 
J: Yes 
R: And then what did he do next? 
R: What did he do? 
T: He find the gold and got the gold 
R: Ok he find the gold… 
T:  very happy because the gold is very much 
R: Who did he meet? 
T:         He meet the villagers 
 
R: Whose idea is this? Is it your idea, your idea? 
J:  兩個嘅 ideas [Ideas from both] 
T:          Together ah.. 
 
R:  You thought about it together?  Then you always agreeing with him and he's always agreeing with 
you….you do not…. 
 
T:         No 
 
R:         You never...never.. 
 
J:          No..no arguing 
 
T:         We are so peaceful 
 
R:         You never disagree with each others' idea 
 Johnny* & Tommy* (*pseudonyms)--- cont’d 
 
T: We are so…. 
 
R: You only have one idea...do you have any other ideas maybe how the story can be? Except for 
this one?  Maybe you can think of another idea? Another story? 
 
R: So he met the villagers and then what happen next? 
T: He...he 
J: He got the villagers' gold...because the village..the house is made of gold 
R: The house? Which house? 
J: The villager's house. 
 
R: So where did he steal the gold from? From the village or the villager's house?  Whose house was 
it. You need to explain..cus I'm not sure whose house 
 
J: It is the floor 
 
T: Floor..and it is dark inside and it's floor and he climbed the tree and go there 
R: He climb to the tree..ok right..and then.. 
J: It is the...(in chinese 6:12) [I don’t know how to say it] 
 
R: Gold city 
 
J: Yes 
 
T: Digger… 
 
R: Digger? 
 
T: Dig the gold 
 
R: Oh..he dug the gold..I see..ok 
 
T: Dig...(D-I-G 係咪 [Is “dig” d-i-g] 
 
R: ok..he dug the gold 
 
J: He..from the floor…to 
 
R: oh you mean from the top of the tree...he dug the gold 
 
J:  嗰個 bean 個 beanstalk 個 beanstalk 緊著就 er…個 beanstalk 最上面有個村, 緊著…緊著…佢話個個村 
個啲泥全部都係金嚟嘅, 泥嘅英文系啲乜嘢啊 [That bean…beanstalk…beanstalk then there is a village 
above the beanstalk, then…then…He said all mud in the village were gold, what is the English word for 
“Mud”) 
 
T: dirt 
 
J: Dug the dirt, the dirt is the gold 
 Johnny* & Tommy* (*pseudonyms)--- cont’d 
 
R: Oh, he dug it,  he found  gold  in the ground 
J & T: Yes.. 
R: gold in the ground..of course, he felt very happy 
R: Then, next he met 
T & J:   He met the villagers 
 
R: How the villagers feeling?  They must be very… 
T: angry 
R: What did the villagers do? 
T: a-n-g-r-y (spelling) 
R: very angry..ok and then? 
T: and then? 
R: What happen after that? 
J: he dug the village 
R: He dug the village? 
 
R: How can he dug the village? 
J: Because 
T: It is gold… 
 
J: because he can got many gold... 
 
R: So he dug the village, and he dug the gold..and then what happen, ya 
T: The villagers kill him 
R: So what happen in the end.. 
T: The villager kill him 
R: Ok..that's good..I like the ending..ok… 
 AR CYCLE 1 
Appendix 1l - Peer Dialogue Audio Transcription 
Harry* & Wendy* (*pseudonyms) 
March 7, 2016 
Jack & the Beanstalk 
(Duration: 10:57) 
 
 
Key:  H: Harry W: Wendy R: Rekha 
 
W:   What did Jack see when he climbed up the beanstalk? 
Hmm..he saw a, he saw a big city, ok… 
 
H: He 次次都話 a big city (overlap) [You say big city every time.] 
 
H: (writing) He saw... 
W:   (repeating)...big city 
H: (writing) He saw a big city 
 
H: Hum..I hum...quite your..your..your idea but we can add, there is a, there is no people 
W:   No people? 
H: There is a woman 
W:  Ok 
H: a big woman, a big woman. 
W: And then…I like your idea…. 
W:  Hum..Maybe...a 
R: So you saw a big city 
H: And a big woman 
R: A big woman, ok. So is this, you both agree with this idea? 
W:  Yes 
R: Ok 
 
W:   What did he do? 
R: (overlap) Whose idea was this? 
W:   My idea and his idea 
R: A big city and a big woman, so you also agree with her idea, a big city 
H: Hm 
 Harry* & Wendy* (*pseudonyms)  ---- cont’d 
R: So what did he do next then? 
H: He will... 
R: So he saw the woman...and he saw a big woman in a big city.  So can you tell me more about this big city? 
What is this big city? What is so different? 
 
W:   There were so many animals.. 
 
R: There were many animals..ok. What do you think? What do you think Hugo? Do you think it's a good story 
with many animals? 
 
H: Ya (overlap)...there is also many people. 
 
R: Ok..so you can say...I like your idea ok but we can add… 
H:  仲有 people [We still have people] 
W: What did he do next? 
H: He...hum... 
W:  He…. 
 
H: He will talk to the big woman 
W:  Ha...ok 
W: That's good. 
H: He will… 
W: Not will..it's did… 
H: Huh...He… 
W:   He talk...唔係喎 [Translate: Not really.] 
 
W  t-a-l-k-e-d …talked 
 
H: talked to the old woman, ...big woman 
 
W: I like your idea but we can add a...a ...the big woman help, help 
H: (overlap) help 
W & H: Jack 
 
W:  and give him some 
 
H: (overlap) and give him some 
H: gold 
W:   gold...and money...ya.. 
 Harry* & Wendy* (*pseudonyms) 
W:  jewel…jewel 
 
H: (writing)  He give the woman, gave the woman, gave...Jack hm...jewels and gold. 
W:  Ya..ok… 
W:   How did he feel? 
 
H: He feel ho...excited… 
W:  Ok 
H: 同埋好  surprised.. [and very] 
 
W:  Ya 
 
H: Because the woman give him money,  jewels and gold. 
W:   Let's use that idea… 
H: (writing) He feel happy and excited... because ... 
W:   (writing) He was wealthy 
H: (writing) Because the woman give him many..咩 [what?]  give him many jewels... 
 
W:   (writing)..many things 
 
H: (writing) And gold, they makes him,...they makes 
W:  they?? 
H:  the 
 
W:  Hah… 
 
H: (writing) made.. 
W:  made 
H: Tom 
W:  Tom? 
H:   唔係 [ no] Jack..jack 
 
W: wealthy 
H: Jack.. 
W: wealthy 
H: wealthy. 
Harry* & Wendy* (*pseudonyms) 
 
 
 
W: Who did he meet? 
W: Who did he meet? 
W:   He meet… 
H: He meet... mother? 
 
W: Hmm then he meet a….hum...children...a child...a child 
H: He meet a... 
H: I am agree..it is a good idea...let's do it. 
H: I am agree..he 
W: He is..he was naughty 
W:  He… 
H: He was naughty and he 
W:   wanted to..wanted to.. 
H: He want take all the jewels and gold from the Jack. 
W:   …from Jack 
H: (writing)….naughty 
W:   not good, not good 
H: (writing) was naughty . He want to...He want to..want to take all..all..all. the things from Jack. 
R: He meet a child (overlap) 
W:   What happen next? 
 
R: okay...He met a child...he was naughty...ok and then what happened next? 
 
H: Then the children mothers came, come and took the little, the little boy to back to home 
and then Tom give me, Jack give him so gold 
 
R: What do you think? 
 
W: I don't quite like that idea...I think the child will run away and Jack, and Jack hum..Jack 
hum er…你寫呢個呀 [ you write this one.] hum…. 
 
W: The children run away. 
H: Children run away? 
W:  Ya… 
Harry* & Wendy* (*pseudonyms) 
 
 
H: Children...the children 
 
R: So you gave your idea? How would you think about her idea? 
H: Yes, it is..I like her idea 
R: So she added some ideas into your part of the story 
H: away? 
W:   What happen in the end? 
 
R: So what were you saying? You saying the child ran away? Ya. The child ran away? 
W:   Jack stopped him. 
R: Ok Jack stopped him...I see..ok 
H: (writing)  Jack stopped him. 
H: At then, at last.. and Jack they are rich 
R: Jack is rich?  What do you think? 
H: (writing)  Jack was rich 
 
W: What happen in the end? He climbed down, he come .. he came back home and gave his, his 
jewels and gold to his mother..they live…live happily 
 
R: (overlap) happily ever after, what do you think? Do you like the happily ever after ending? 
 
H: Yes, then I think..he will...he um..he is rich then, he is rich, then he buy many good things for 
her mother 
 
R:  So they live happily ever after ok 
 
H: (writing) They live happily..and Jack buy many good things to her, his mother, mum. Ok. 
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AR CYCLE 2  
Appendix 2j - Peer Dialogue Audio Transcription 
Hayley* & Natalie* (*pseudonyms) 
April 11, 2016 
Picture Prompt – Picture C 
(Duration: 16:45) 
 
Key:  H: Hayley N: Natalie Rekha: R 
(Chinese translation in italics) 
R:  So yours is the ending you said, right? 
H:  I want to write the….the what..the forest 
R: You can start in the forest...maybe...if maybe...if you come to the forest..maybe if they....you 
want to start your beginning in the forest? Or maybe the build-up? Yours is the resolution 
right? So why don't you talk to each other? Talk to each other? See where you can fit it up..fit 
it there..Where you can fit it in the story? 
 
H: Someone go into the forest... 啫，有個細路女行咗入去，跟住行行下無嗱嗱呢見到一道好燦 
眼嘅光 然後暈咗去。 
[So like, a little girl goes in, and then as she keeps walking, she sees a blinding light out of 
nowhere, then She faints.] 
 
N: 唔好…應該話…個細路女入咗個森林，之後就搵到本書，打開本書之後就見到曾經嗰段歷 
史。之後就開始 PICTURE C 嘅情段啦。 
[No… we should say… the little girl goes into the forest, then she finds a book. After she opens it, 
she see  the historical events that happened there. Then the events from Picture C start.] 
 
H: Oh 
 
N: 咁樣咪可以混合埋一齊。 
[This way we can integrate them together.] 
 
H: Oh… um… 啱啱搬入來嘅女仔，咁就無聊得制行咗入去個森林玩夜晚，咁然後無嗱嗱揾到 
本書打 開咗之後呢，就⋯無嗱嗱就…不如咁丫，就話暈咗過去，然後自己穿越咗本書入 面
，睇到⋯ 就可以睇到已前係嗰個島發生嘅總總歷史。 
[A girl who just moved in is so bored that she goes to play in the forest one night, then for some 
reason finds the book. After that... for some reason… how’s this, she faints, and then she finds 
herself inside the book, where she sees…she can see the entire historical events of the island as 
they happened in the past.] 
 
N: 但係改變唔到，淨係可以睇⋯ 
[But she can’t change it, she can only watch…] 
 
H:  A girl who lived.. moved into the planet… 
 
R: Now, I've got some vocabulary over here which you can use for the setting. Maybe sometimes 
you don't know how to say something..this is for the characters...this is for the setting. 
 
N: scary village 好唔好呀？ 
[How’s scary village?] 
Hayley* & Natalie* (*pseudonyms)  -- cont’d 
 
 
H: 入⋯你咪話入咗去一個星球嗰度囉。 
[You can say she travels to a planet.] 
 
N: 星球⋯ 
[Planet…] 
 
H: 你話入咗一個已經被人荒廢嘅地方 
[Say she ends up in a place that’s already been deserted.] 
 
H: 好貧窮嘅細路女只可以搬入去一個咩嘅地方⋯咁然後⋯ 
[A very poor little girl can only move into this whatever place…then…] 
 
H: She...she went into a dark forest , a scary forest and she find the magic book, she open it.. 
N:  A forest….(writing) 
H:  She open it and she..got to the past 
 
R:  N, you are not just going to be writing, right? 
 
N:  之後 build-up 寫咩呀? Build up 寫佢見到本書呀? 
[What do we write for the build-up then? She sees the book during the build-up?] 
 
N:  定係寫係 the beginning ? 
[Or do we write that at the beginning?] 
 
H:  佢行咗入去先架嗎 ，你寫係個 beginning 囉你寫係度囉… 
[She walks into the forest first right? Write that at the beginning, write it here…] 
 
N: 寫咗啦 
[I wrote it.] 
 
H:  (3:09 – 3:12 Cantonese) 跟住見到本書然後暈咗 
[And then she sees the book and faints] 
silence…..N (writing) 
N: 話佢突然之間頭痛然之後瞓著咗囉。 
[Say she suddenly gets a headache and then she falls asleep.] 
silence…..N (writing) 
N:  之後嗰 build-up 呢? 
[Then what about the build-up?] 
 
H: 然後話去到⋯去到一個⋯好陰森⋯令人感覺好陰森嘅一個地方 
[Then we say she ends up in a…very spooky…a very spooky place] 
Hayley* & Natalie* (*pseudonyms)  -- cont’d 
 
 
N:  (4:18-4:22 Cantonese) 
[NB: intelligible… she is muttering to herself while writing] 
silence….N (writing)..difficult 
N:之後點呀? 
[And then what happens?] 
 
H:入咗一個好陰森嘅森林，跟住你咪話佢好似聽到有人喺度抝緊囉，嘈緊⋯爭吵，然後依稀 
聽到⋯ 聽到話有一把好沉聲就話反對佢地搬去咩咩咩度…好似話嗰個星球呢就係鬼同人 
同時住嘅地方來 嘅⋯咁不過呢後尾因為太多人，啫迫爆咗所以唯有要將啲鬼送去第二個 
星球，咁然後個鬼嘅族 長，啫最大嘅首領就反對，咁然後後尾呢其他人呢就好讚成個意 
見…爭吵囉 
[She is in a very spooky forest, then say she seems to hear someone arguing, quarreling… then 
she vaguely makes out a very deep voice arguing against ‘them’ moving to some place or 
other…like, the planet is a place where ghosts and people co-exist…however, the planet then got 
overcrowded, like overpopulated, so they have to send the ghosts to another planet, so then the 
tribal leader of the ghosts…like, the most powerful leader, objects, but then other people end up 
really supporting this idea, so 
then… argument.] 
silence….N (writing ) 
R:  Whose ideas are these...N yours? 
 
N:  強迫啫點講？ 
[How do you say ‘force’?] 
 
R: Both of you… 
H: Yes…. 
N: 強迫係點呀？ 
[What’s ‘force’?] 
 
H: What is um...you don't want it but I must need you to do it 
R:  Force...force...force..F-O-R-C-E 
R:  You don't want to do something but somebody forces you to do something. 
 
silence….N (writing ) 
 
N: 就話個領袖 
[So say that the leader…] 
 
H:  angry..好嬲，好 angry 
[…is very angry, very] 
Hayley* & Natalie* (*pseudonyms)  -- cont’d 
 
 
H: 寫喺𠵱度啦不如因為你寫喺𠵱度一陣間就戰爭 
[Why don't you write it here, if you write it here, then later there is going to be a war…] 
 
R: How come N is not saying anything? No ideas...not sharing any ideas… 
N:  I have shared… 
R: When...I've only heard H talking..and N writing. 
N: Ok…. 
R:  Could you give some of your ideas? 
 
H: 咪話⋯有三曰佢地好平靜嘅 
[Say… there are three days where they live very peacefully…] 
 
N: 等等，我想講話佢地就全部嗰個另一嗰星球啲人都好嬲，之後就計劃緊場戰爭 
[Wait, I want to say they, everyone on the other planet got very angry, so then they start planning 
a war] 
 
H: 係啦，我就係咁話⋯咁所以嗰三日之後都好平靜嘅 
[Yes, that’s exactly what I’m saying…that’s why it’s very peaceful during those three days.] 
silence….N (writing) 
H: 故事書入面丫 
[In the storybook…] 
 
silence….N (writing 8:12 to 8:34) 
 
N: 之後呢？ 
[And then?] 
 
H: 咁嗰三日啫係話好似話所有人都好開心，咁個細路女自己見到⋯本來都⋯個細路女呢就⋯ 
[So those three days everyone seems to be very happy…so the little girl herself sees…at first… 
the little girl…] 
 
silence….N (writing) 
 
N: 不如話個細路女見到啲咁嘅情況話覺得唔知想點囉 
[Why don’t we say the little girl sees what's going on but doesn’t know what to make of it?] 
 
H: 係囉，個細路女咪話好好奇，好好奇佢地究竟喺度做緊啲乜囉 
[Right, so say the little girl is really curious, she’s really curious about what they are actually 
doing.] 
 
H: 然後佢就偷偷地周圍參觀 一下嗰個村莊⋯嗰個 
[So then she sneaks around and scouts the village…that] 
 Hayley* & Natalie* (*pseudonyms)  -- cont’d 
 
H: 咁然後後尾被人捉咗，唔已為係⋯ 
[Then she ends up getting caught, thinking she’s…] 
 
N:  唔係喎但係如果你係去返去穿越歷史嘅話你應該人地會見唔到你架喎只係旁觀者角度喳嘛 
⋯不是  嗎? 
[Wait no… if you’ve traveled back in time, people shouldn’t be able to see you… you’re only 
watching as  a bystander…aren’t you?] 
 
H: 咁佢唔知呀嘛，咁佢咪偷偷地睇囉 
[But she doesn’t know that, that’s why she’s being stealthy while she’s looking around ] 
 
H: 咁然後後尾佢好似唔知點解無嗱嗱去咗鬼嘅地方，知道佢地計劃之後就想話比⋯話比好人 
嗰邊 
聽，佢地聽唔到睇唔到佢呀嘛，所以就無理到佢囉 
[Then eventually she for some reason ends up in ghost territory and finds out about their plans so 
she wants to tell…she wants to tell the people on the good side, but they can’t hear or see her 
right? So they ignore her.] 
 
silence….N (writing ) 
 
R: So what's happening in your story then? 
N:  Few days later… 
H:   One day...the ghost fight with the good guys… 
 
H: 無嗱嗱同嗰啲好人打咗嘅，啫攻擊佢地⋯咁又因為… [Somehow the ghosts already fought 
with the good guys…as in attacked them…because] because the good guys did not ready and 
they...and  they hurt ..the good guy hurt mostly 
 
個個人都受咗傷 
[Everyone got hurt] 
 
R: So what about N's ideas? 
N:  The good guys… 
R:   I like to get some ideas from you.. 
 
N:  The good guys hurt mostly then they die 
 
R:  Then they die?  Who? The good guys or the bad guys? 
 
N:  Good guys… 
 
silence….N (writing) 
 … 
 
H: 啲好人死哂⋯ 
 
Hayley* & Natalie* (*pseudonyms)  -- cont’d 
[All the good guys are dead…] 
N: The leader of the good guys used the magic to.. the magic to 
H: 唔好甦醒，唔好甦醒，我諗就⋯ 
[No resurrection, no resurrection, I think…] 
 
N: 但係甦醒會好玩啲喎 
[But it’s more fun to resurrect them] 
 
H: 唔好唔好⋯ 
[No no…] 
 
H: 我覺得唔甦醒好玩啲 
[I think it’s more fun to not resurrect them] 
 
H: 唔好寫⋯ 
[Don’t write it…] 
 
H:  咪傻啦⋯邊度會咁浪漫丫⋯ 
[Don’t be stupid… How can it be THAT idealistic…?] 
 
H: 然後呢…全部死哂然後⋯個細路女孩望一望周圍發覺原來係同嗰個森林係好似 嘅打完仗之 
後個村莊同⋯個森林好似⋯佢嗰陣時先至明白佢打開本書，然後本書記載咗啲歷史，咁然 
後佢就 穿越咗過⋯穿越咗過去啦⋯望…就望到⋯就見到哂成件事嘅發生 
[And then, after everyone’s dead… the little girl looks around and realizes that, after the war, the 
villagelooks a lot like the forest she was in…that’s the moment when she realizes she’s opened 
the book that recorded the history, and she’s traveled back…and seen…seen how everything 
happened.] 
 
silence….N (writing) 
 
R: So how's your story going? 
H:   The girl…. 
R: So this one is where now? Where did you finally decide it? It's in the resolution. 
R:  Can you put down picture C so I remember also. Picture C. 
R:  And then you decided it's in the?  Resolution..So at least I remember.. 
 
silence….N (writing) 
 
N: 之後就話個女仔知道哂一切啦 
[Then say the girl now knows about everything] 
 Hayley* & Natalie* (*pseudonyms)  -- cont’d 
 
H: 個女仔知道哂一切，不過佢無嗱嗱聽到把聲⋯好似係啲好人把聲，好似喺度埋怨 佢呀咁 樣
⋯ 
[The girl knows everything now, but then she for some reason hears a voice…that sounds like 
one of the good guys…who seems to be blaming her…] 
 
H: 好似喺度埋怨佢話點解唔救⋯ 
[…who seems to be accusing her of not saving them…] 
 
N:  overlap 好似唔係好喇間⋯ 
[That doesn’t really make sense…] 
 
H: 你唔好理丫⋯反正故事書來⋯ 
[Don’t worry about that… it’s only a story…] 
 
H: 個女仔嚇到醒咗過來，然後發覺自己喺森林度，就嗱嗱淋揼低咗本書就跑咗返去 [The girl 
startles awake, and then finds herself in the forest, so she hurriedly drops the book and runs 
home] 
 
N: 不如佢發緊夢，其實又此至終都 
[Why don’t we say she was dreaming, that it was actually a dream from beginning to end] 
 
H: 唔係，唔係發緊夢，又會醒咗 
[No, she wasn’t dreaming…how can she be waking up and dreaming…] 
 
N: 我想話佢發咗夢，其實佢佢話佢發咗夢喺個森林度拾到本書就發生咁多野 
[I want to say she had a dream, that she actually dreamt that she found a book in the forest and 
then all those things happened] 
 
H: 我唔係丫我諗住話⋯佢醒咗之後發覺自己仲喺森林𥚃面，然後呢就自己抱住咗本書⋯嚇到 
醒咗然 後揼低本書跟住自己跑咗返去，留返本書自己喺森林度，等下一個人來發現佢⋯ 
死喇好似變咗啲 恐怖故仔⋯ 
[I don’t…I was thinking…after she wakes up, she realizes she is still in the forest, and finds 
herself clutching the book...after she startles awake she drops the book and then runs 
home…leaving the book by itself in the forest, waiting for the next person to discover it…oh no, 
now it seems like it’s turned into a horror story…] 
 
silence….N (writing) 
 
H:  Ok 咁係囉，就係咁囉。 
[Right. So there you go.] 
 AR  CYCLE 2 
Appendix 2k– Peer Dialogue Audio Transcription 
Johnny & Tommy (*pseudonyms) 
April 11, 2016 
Picture Prompt – Picture B 
(Duration: 7:44) 
 
 
Key:  J: Johnny T:  Tommy R: Rekha 
 
(Chinese to English translations in Italic) 
 
J: Sunny day… 
 
T: Sunny day...the children...ha..go to the...go to the...forest on the mountain… 
J: Go to the….(overlap) 
T: Go to the forest..go to the mountain..go hiking… 
J: Go hiking… 
T:  Go hiking…. 
 
T: 差唔多就係咁喇 [Almost like that] 
 
J: They are happy 
T:  They are happy 
J: They are happy (writing) 
 
T:   and begin to...(inaudible) 
T:   呀..之後就 [ar...and then] 
 
J: The mountain is full of tree  ...The mountain...is….tree (writing) 
T: 然之後 ..[after that] in the mountain...they see a beautiful….(inaudible) 
J: They...(writing)… 
T:  They see many trees… 
J & T: They see 
J: many plants 上面用咗 trees 喇 [We used the word “trees” already] 
 
T:   many plants… 
 
J: 野生植物點寫呀? [How to write wild plants?] 
 
T: Wild..w-i-l-d 
J: wild plants 
T:  And animals...and 昆蟲英文係咩呀? [What is the English for “insect”?] 
Johnny & Tommy (*pseudonyms) 
 
 
J:   insect ha 
 
T:   有啲似係呀  [It seems so.] 
 
J: insect 呀, 係唔係呀? [insect, isn’t it?] 
 
T:   好似係 [It seems so.] 
 
J: insect and 咩呀? [What else?]...and animals….and insect 跟住仲有咩呢?. Grass 呀! 
[What’s next? Oh, grass! ] 
 
T: They meet...they 咩呢? 要分叉路呀何? [What else? Do we need fork road? ] 
 
J: They were happy (writing) excited, they were..they were delight because they can see many views 
T: 我畫個分叉路, 等陣先 [wait for a moment, let me draw a fork road first] 
J:  咁靚嘅 [It is so pretty] 
 
T: 然後畫個人喺度 [Then, we draw a guy here] 
 
T:  Ms R, what is this 分叉路 [“fork road”] 
 
T:   He…分叉路 [“fork road”] 
 
R: You can say..ah..you can call it a fork..fork road...f-o-r-k 
T:  f-o-r-k 
R: yes f-o-r-k, so he came across, or he came to a fork road and he couldn't decide 
T:  couldn't think 
R: couldn't decide 
T: decide… 
R:  which way to go.. 
 
J: 不如..不如唔好話佢地 不如話佢地行行下盪失路算啦 
[Perhaps..perhaps say they... Let’s say they get lost after walking for a while] 
 
T:   咁就盪失路喇 [ok, let’s say they get lost] 
 
J: 係呀 [Yes] 
 
T:  嗯 見到分叉路先講 [ya, after walking to the fork road] 
 
J: They saw a fork road..road..they went to a wrong way 
 
J: 好似講緊人地誤入其途咁 [It sounds like we say they did something wrong] 
 
T:   然後. [Then]..they lost… 
Johnny & Tommy (*pseudonyms) 
 
 
J: They get lost..they were sad 
T:  They're scared to die... 
J:   They were. 呢度講夜晚?  [We are talking about night time here] 
 
T: 夜晚呀, 夜晚就可以….[night time, yes, we can talk about night time] 
 
J:  飢寒交迫啦, 可以話佢地, 跟住先到 flash light 
[We can say that they are cold and hungry. Then they see flash light ] 
 
T: 話佢地生火, 話佢地著火..見到 煙 [Lets say they started a fire and they saw smoke] dark hill 
T: 就咁寫..寫咩好呢? [What can we write next?] 呢個叫咩呢? [What is this call?] 
J: And the light….they can't go away. .they 
T:  They scared to die… 
J:   scared...and  跟住仲有 d 咩呢? [What else after that?] 
 
T: scared and scared and scared..scared 
J: Suddenly… 
T:  呢個呢個. [This one. This one.]..afraid 
 
J:   terrible… 
 
J:   Suddenly. 呢度就話佢地見到光柱先啦不如   [How about we say they see light here?] 
 
J: Suddenly..they saw 
T: saw 咩呀? [What?] 
J:  light 
T:  oh… 
 
J:   a few light…a little ah? 
 
T: 話佢地聽到狗聱, 狗叫聲 [They can hear dog barking] and..they hear the dog baking 
J: barking… 
T:  dog barking… 
 
J: 好, 跟住咪話...呢度就寫 [Okay, Then..we write..] 
 
T:  They go home.. 
 
J: The police come...the police come… 
T:  good, good 
 Johnny & Tommy (*pseudonyms)  --- cont’d 
 
 
T: and they go home safely 
J:  take them away 
T: take them away 
J: The children..go 
T:  their home 
J:  safe place and they, they went home happily 
 AR  CYCLE 2 
Appendix 2l – Peer Dialogue Audio Transcription 
Harry * & Wendy * (*pseudonyms) 
April 11, 2016 
Picture Prompt – Picture A 
(Duration: 16:56) 
 
 
Key:  Harry : H Wendy: W Rekha :  R 
 
R:   Yours is at the hum..you said yours  is  the...build-up?  you both can start thinking about your beginning. 
The beginning of the story… 
 
H: Hum..cloudy day?  就 Rainy day 啦不如 [Hum…cloudy day? Let’s use rainy day!] 
 
W: 不過睇唔到天氣嫁? [But we cannot tell what’s the weather like] 
 
H: 又係喎 It is a  [Oh..yes..  It is a] 
 
W: 唔識串喎  [I don’t know how to spell.] 
 
H: One upon… 
H: One upon a…. 
W:   呀..串錯.. [ar..you spell it wrong. O-N-C-E] o-n-c-e 
 
H:   Once 不如話佢返老還童   [Once.. Let’s say she turned younger] 
 
H:   There was a...girl who lived in a home while planting in a old house and there was a… 
 
R:  Here, so this is some words that you can use for the setting and a...this one also...and this is about the 
character..so how you going to...how many people are going to be in your story..so you have to think..is 
it just one person? 
 
W:   One person? 
 
H:   Then there is a house…they found a... 
 
R: So, when you say a house...maybe you could put more description about the house...how can you 
describe about 
the house? 
 
H: 空..  [It’s empty] 
 
H:   不如話佢好..scared. [Let’s say she is very scared. It is terrifying]   It is terrifying 
 
W: At the early morning 都好 [good idea]. At the early morning 同埋 [and ] at 係囉 [oh ya] 
W:   At 呀何, 係唔係? [Should we use the word “at” here?] 
W:  At the early morning  she 發現係咩呀? [What is the English for “discover?] 好似係呀 
[Discover. I think so] 
 
H:  There was a 老鼠. [mouse]..to the… 
 Harry * & Wendy * (*pseudonyms) 
 
W: Ok 
 
H:   She discovered..what..discovered the key? 
 
W:   …有個窿呀嘛 [There is a hole] 
 
H: the hole...discovered the hole? A small hole? 
W:   What is this called 
R:  You can call it like..it's a hole actually..a cave hole...or a .peep hole 
 
H:   好似可以用條鎖匙開門嫁喎  [It seems she can use a key to open the door.] 
 
W: A door… 
 
R: Yah..like a door..so like a peep-hole.. You can say peep hole? 
R:  peep..so, you know you like..peep hole 
R: She's got a key there..so maybe think about what she's going to do with the key…so what's your 
beginning..what did you talk about? Did you talk to each other? 
 
H:   When she opened the peep-hole..there was a….key… 
 
R: But she's big.. what's going to… she's not opening the door.. because there is no door..but she's 
big...she's become a giant...this one is small..what's going to happen? 
 
H:   Use the key? 
 
W:   但係點入去呀? [But how could she go in?] 
 
R: (overlap) But there's no door? 
R:   But there's no door? 
H:   Use the key? In the hole 
 
W: 咁入去呀 [She go in like this] 
R:   Talk to each other… 
H: Maybe inside have a people, small people come out and give him a, a cup of...a little cup of 
W:   Water.. and.make her become small 
R: Ya...ok so talk to each other, talk about how the ideas can… 
W:  She discovered… 
W:   呢度跟住點? [What’s next?] 
 
H: And there was a small people come out and give him a small cup of water 
Harry * & Wendy * (*pseudonyms) 
 
 
W: 但係你要夾返下一個步驟, 下一個步驟係佢自己跌左落去 呀嘛...下一個步驟.. 
[But you should think of the next step. She fell down in the next step, right? The next step…] 
 
H:   比佢飲左水先啦 [Let her drink some water first.] 
 
W: 呀, 佢發現左有樽水係度 outside the door [ar..She discovered a bottle of water here] 唔係.. [oh 
no]..outside this one, outside the hole 
 
W:  用隻手攞 [She reached her hand to get it] 
 
H:  用隻手指…. 入黎 [She used her fingers to get it inside] 
 
H:   And she saw 
 
W:   Magic water, ok 
 
H:   Magic water 點串呀  [Magic water… How to spell?] 
 
W:  係唔係咁呀?  [Is it like this?] 
 
H:  係呀係呀 [ya ya] 
 
H: Magic water so he take it.. 
W:  outside 
H: the… 
W:  hole.. 
H:  the peep-hole 求其啦, hole 就算啦 [never mind, let’s just use the word “hole”.] 
 
W: 但個講真呢個 hole 真係好細個; 即係踏入去第一下就踏左落個窿度喇。 攞係咩呀？ 
[But the hole is really small. She fell into the hole once she stepped inside. What is the english for 
“get”?] 
 
H:  take...took 其實我想寫佢一去無回頭  [take…took… Actually I want to say she never comes back.] 
 
W:  and drink  跟住個 PROBLEM 係咩呀？跟住個 PROBLEM 係咩呀？發生左咩事呀？ 
[…So, what’s the problem? So, what’s the problem? What happened?] 
H: 一行入去就跌左落個窿度啦 [Once she walked inside, she into a hole.] 
W:  跌左落去係咩呀？[“How do you say fall down”?] 
W & H: fall down 
W:   f-e-l-l  , f-a-l-l 
H:   f-a-l-l, f-e-l-l  應該係 [It should be.] 
 
H:   fell down to the...to a… 
Harry * & Wendy * (*pseudonyms) 
 
 
W:   井我都唔識寫添  [I don’t know how to write the word “cave”.] 
 
H:   a pool 
W:   ...a cave 
W:   a cave  差唔多姐  [It’s about the same.] 
 
W:  跟住點呀？ bury...ah.. [What’s next?] 
 
H: Then..luckily.. there was a 
W: they..they..she hurt.. 
H: She hurt the legs? 
W: She hurt her foot 
H:    hurt her legs… 
W:   同埋佢唔可以離開  [and she couldn’t leave] 
 
H:    because.. 個 cave 好高  [… the cave is so deep] 
 
W:    得喇？ 呢度。[Okay. Here.] 
W:   跟住就有個 fairy 經過  [Then, a fairy passed by.] 
 
W:   f-a-i-r-y 
 
H:  f-a-i-r-y 
 
W: 我地加個形容詞呀 [We can add an adjective here.] helpful ah… 
H:   cheerful..不如講 cheerful 啦  [Let’s say “cheerful”.] 
W: 咩呀，即係咩呀？    [What? What does it mean?] 
 
H: Cheerful.. 
 
W:  係唔係咁樣加嫁？[Do we add the word like this?] 
 
H:  唔知喎  [I don’t know.] 
 
W:  係唔係咁呀？係唔係咁呀？ [Is it like this? Is it like this?] 
 
H:  係呀 [Yes] 
 
H:   a fairy 
 
W:  經過係咩呀？[What is the English for “pass”?] 
 
H:  pass?  唔係呀？[pass? Is it?] 
 Harry * & Wendy * (*pseudonyms) 
 
W: 睇下先 [Let me see.] 
 
H:   and hurt  嘩，就咁手劃啦  [wah..let draw it by hand.] 
 
W:  hurt a? 
 
H: hurt the..hurt the..girl...shout for help…there was a… 
W:   跟住話佢大嗌啦  [and then she shouted.] She.. 
H:   She shout..shouted for help...shouted for help..跟住呢度有個女人  [Then a woman appeared] 
 
W:   The fairy heard some sound  係唔係呀？ 係唔係咁寫呀？[The fairy heard some sound. Is it? 
Should I write it like this?] 
 
H:   Someone… 
W:   Some sound... 
H:   some sound...from  邊度呀？ [ from where?] 
 
H:  cave? 
 
W: (overlap)...from the cave… 
H:  (inaudible) 
W: He helped the...the little..the little girl 
 
H:   點寫呀？仲有一個字  [How to write? There is five more minutes left.] 
 
W:   The ending...係咩呀  [What is the ending?] 
 
H:  跟住佢抽佢上黎   [Then the fairy pulled her up] then there was a.. 
 
W:  跟住最後你有咩意見呀？你講下你個意見先呀 
[What is your opinion of the ending? You can give some suggestions] 
 
H:  then there was a..the girl fairy take.. 左佢去 [took her to] 
 
W:  我就諗住個 fairy 帶左佢去玩，跟住醫返好佢 
[I think the fairy took her to play around and help her to recover.] 
 
H:  magic 用 magic 整返好佢囉，跌打 打返隻腳，啱啱好移返位 
[Use magic to help her recover. Like Chinese doctors, put her leg back into the right place.] 
H: Then used some magic to make to make the girl...use the magic make the girl's leg be better 
W:  你寫 你寫 [You write. You write.] 
H:   feel better.. 
 
R:  What happen in your story? 
Harry * & Wendy * (*pseudonyms) 
 
 
H: It is a ...there was a girl in home and she she saw a peep hole and there was a..there 
was a water outside the peep-hole so so she take it and drink then become small… 
 
W: she become small (overlap) 
R:  Oh she become small… 
H: yes magic water..then it is. (inaudible) but he, but when he step out.. 
 
R: So was she? Is she a big girl?  Maybe..because here you might need to explain 
W:  Big girl 
H: Big girl 
 
R: that she's a giant.  Remember Jack & the Beanstalk.the giant 
H & W: Ah.. 
R: Yah, because if you are saying she became small but you didn't explain in the beginning that she was a 
giant… 
 
W:  一個普通嘅小女孩  [A normal little girl] 
 
R: You need to explain that.. 
H: Big girl… 
R:   Don' t say big girl..you can say giant 
 
 
H: And...for how..very.. 跟住洗唔洗⋯⋯ mag…死喇，我 magic 都唔記得左點串 mag… 
[should we….mag…oh…I forgot how to spell “magic”] 
W: 其實我覺得唔係咁串 [I think you spelled it wrong.] 
H:    Magic.. mag… 
W: 串錯字 “btt” 呀 [no..its wrong. Should be “btt”] 
W: play with the fairy happy 
W: Happy… 
 
H:  諗住佢一去無回頭，等左幾百年成左仙 
[I thought she never comes back and became a fairy after a few hundreds of years.] 
 
W:   唔洗 talk 啦，咁累”” 
[Don’t use talk here. It is redundant.] 
 
H:  佢一去無回頭，但係果個井係仙井，果個女仔係度修練左幾百年就做左仙女 
[She never comes back. But the cave has some magical power. The girl turned into a fairy after 
living there for hundreds of years.] 
Harry * & Wendy * (*pseudonyms) 
 
 
 
W: Giant..giant giant 點串呀？[How to spell “giant”?] 
W: Giant 
H: 其實佢係一個普通小女孩 [Acutally, she is only a normal little girl.] 
 
W:  咁樣呀？係唔係咁串呀？你問下佢呀，你問下 
[Like this? Did I spell it right? Let’s ask her, you ask.] 
 
H: Giant..how to spell? 
R: sorry? 
H:  Giant? 
R: G-i-a-n-t 
W:  G-i-a-n-t.  Thank you 
 
R: But you need to probably explain because you are saying giant..we don’t know if it's a man or 
woman 
 
H:   A girl.. a girl giant 
 
R: You can explain a bit more over here.. 
H: giant girl? 
R: Is she a man? Is she a woman? 
 
R: You can probably also add, you can.talk to each other...where..where's the house? 
H: In the forest… 
R: Ya,,maybe you can add that too..you know.. 
H:   In the forest..it is..it is in the forest. 
R: Ya...maybe you can add that also...what's another word for old...so you can also look over here..you 
know you can try to use different words...if you can find old...then maybe you can change the word old 
 
H:   This one.. 
 
R: you can even use that..ya..you can say that also.. 
R:  Did you finish? 
W: Finish 
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Hayley * & Natalie * (* pseudonyms) 
April 18 – Up Movie Clip 
(Duration: 12:02) 
 
Key: Hayley (H) Natalie (N) Rekha: (R) 
 
R: Where were you at? 
N: Beginning… 
R: What did you say? 
H:   Ha….an old man... 
N:  An old man live in a wealthy village 
 
R: You don't have to write the whole sentence...just put in in point form 
N: Ok 
R:  You can say, “live in a wealthy...old man live in a wealthy, you know...” 
 
N:  ok  佢係個運動員, 好耐好耐以前  [He was an athlete a long, long time ago]. 
 
H: One day..he live in, he live with her his wife and one day when her wife was walking walking on 
the road..a car come and bomma her wife died 
 
R:  That is so sad 
 
H:  The old man become lonely 
 
R: Ok That's a good build-up though I would say because that's builds-up to the story, I think that's a 
good build-up 
 
H:   He thought... 
 
R: N, I would like to hear some ideas from you too 
N: Hmm.. 
N:  佢去邊呀?  [Where is he going?] 
 
H:  That he was got bored of the road so he go to the sky to meet some new friends.  Go..he want to go 
to other place and meet the new friends but he is poor so he used the balloon to fly to the new sky. 
 
N: 佢無錢去搭飛機, 佢有錢跳飛機 [He has no money to take an airplane, but he has money to 
play hopscotch] 
 
N:  邊個  [Who’s]  knocking at the door? 
 Hayley * & Natalie * (* pseudonyms) 
 
H:  咩   [What?]  knocking at the door? 
 
H: When he fly to the sky suddenly there was a...someone knock at the door…he opened the door 
and saw a, he saw a, he saw a 
 
N:   a young boy…. 
 
N:   見到師母個靈魂,  [Saw the master’s wife’s soul.] 
 
H:  見到師母細個果時個樣  [Saw the master’s wife’s face when she was young] 
 
N:  好恐怖呀  [So scary!] 
 
H: That was a young girl it like her wife 
N: Problem 
H:  個細路女一入到黎就超載  [Once the little girl came in, the house was overloaded] 
 
H:  And then the house.. 
 
H:  慢慢, 慢慢開始降落 [slowly, slowly came falling down] 
 
H: and then the old man throw all the things...throw the things mostly..拋左大部分嘅野 [throw most 
of the things) 
 
N:  最後點呀?  [What happened in the end?] 
 
H:  但係間屋 [But the house] the house was fall down 都係係度降落緊  [ is still falling down.] 
 
H: the girl and the old and the old man was scared to death 佢地行到門口前面 [They walked to the 
front of the door.] 
 
R: A fat young girl who look like his wife? Ok and then? 
H:   and then.. 寫呢度  [Write it here]. 
H: (C: 7:39 – 7:42) 然後個老人靈機一動就推左個肥妹落去 [Then, the old man suddenly pushed 
the fat girl down.] 
 
N: and... 
 
H:  the old man… 
 
N: the old man threw the girl away 
N:  Good idea! 
 Hayley * & Natalie * (* pseudonyms) 
H: he walked behind the girl and pushed her..pushed her down the house 
H:  後來個 [After] and then the and then the house fly again 
N:  呢個呢?  [How about this one?] 
 
H: 最後 [In the end…] 
 
N: Suddenly his house boom 
H: boom 
N: Then he steal the airplane 是但啦, 唔加喇, 最後個 end 喇 [Whatever. Don’t add anything. It’s 
the end.] 
 
H: (C: 9:25 – 9:28) 但係佢跳落去果時個肥妹係飛機頂度 [But when the fat girl jumped down she 
landed on top of a plane.] 
 
N:  Ending..then the fat girl climb up the house 
 
H: 最後架飛機降落左係一個城市度, [In the end, the airplane landed in a city.] 
 
H:  (C: 11:16 – 11:17)   inaudible 
 
-----End 
 AR CYCLE 3 
Appendix 3k – Peer Dialogue Audio Transcription 
Johnny * & Tommy * (* pseudonyms) 
April 18, 2016 - UP Movie Clip 
(Duration: 11:35) 
 
Key: Johnny (J) Tommy (T) Rekha  ® 
 
(Chinese to English translation in Italics) 
 
T: Describe the old man..the old man live in a village and I think he is brave and clever 
J:  a village, village brave, brave 
T:  and clever 
 
J:  串錯哂  [ Spelt it wrong.] 
 
J:  跟住點解個男人 escape 呀？ [Then why did the man escape?] because the old man… 
T:  用咩好呢  [What should we use?] 
J:  He doesn't now money and he borrowed money 就咁樣寫啦   [Just write it like that.] 
 
T:   哦 得啦 he is in dest,  dest  dest 好似係欠債  [Ok…Duss seems to owe money] 
 
T:  He's in dust  點串 dest  [ How do you spell dest.] 
 
J: What is d-e-s-t mean? 
R: Sorry? 
J: D-E-S-T 
 
T:  唔係  [Oh yeah.] 
 
R: No  d-e-b-t.  Debt means that he owe money.  D-e-b-t means he owes money 
J:  咩叫 [What does it mean?] ..owes money) 
R: means like you know when you borrow from somebody and you don't give it back 
T:  欠債   [Owes money] 
T:  and he  咩呀？[What?] 
 
J: escape 
R: You don't need to copy all the ideas from there, you need to come up with some of your own 
ideas 
 
T: Where does he go?  He want to go…going where 好呢 [mm.where should he go?] 
 Johnny * & Tommy * (* pseudonyms) 
 
J: another place 
 
T:  係啦 [Yes.] another place 
J:  He is happy 
J:  跟住寫 咩呀  [What should we write next?] 
 
T:  what's wrong? Problem 
 
T:  Typhoon? 然之後吹左去印度度   [Then it got blown to India.] 
 
J:  came into a typhoon  降落嘅英文係咩呀   [What is ‘fall down’ in English?] 
 
T:  fall down. F-a-l-l 
 
J: 跟住咩呀？[What’s next?] 
T: 跟住咩呀？ [What’s next?] 
J:  unhappy 
T: 然之後佢⋯[And then he]  he live in the iceland 
J:  Ha..resolution 呢？[Huh?] 
T:  Resolution .. in the iceland 
 
J:   咁個 ending 又係 live in ha  [Then the ending is live in….] 
 
T:  唔係喎，呢個係解決方法喎  [No, this is the resolution.] 
 
R: I've seen your planners..you don't have much ideas on them…you can add more ideas into it 
J:  No ideas. 
R: You don't have any ideas.. 
J: Yes 
R: I can help you if you ask me..you've got some questions here.. 
R:  Who's knocking at the door… 
J:   呀⋯⋯我地諗到喇，唔要 typhoon  [Oh, I know. Don’t use typhoon.] 
 
T:   唔要 typhoon 啦  [Don’t use typhoon.] 
Johnny * & Tommy * (* pseudonyms) 
 
 
 
J:  就咁係度話有個欠債果個人 [Just say that there is a person who owes money.] 
 
T:  追住佢呀？  [Chasing after him?] 
 
J:  跟著佢敲門，之後佢一野踢佢落去 [Then he knocked on the door. Then he kicked him down.] 
 
T: 但佢係唔係升起左呀？[Then did he float back up?] 
 
T:  Problem 
 
J: 跟住個欠債還錢嘅人係個氣球上面，爆哂佢波 [Then the person who owes money is on top of 
the balloons and burst all the balloons.] 
 
T:  shooted..problem..有人 shooting 果個氣球  [Someone is shooting the balloons.] 
 
J: Rekha..how to describe um..um..borrow the money and this man borrow to this..this people what 
is this people 
 
R: we can say loanshark.? 
R: l-o-a-n-s-h-a-r-k 
R:  Are they after him? 
 
J: loanshark.跟住係..[And then] climb..climb to the house 
T:  and use and use what...use the.pencil 
T:  use… 
 
J:  burn his house 
 
J: The balloon burst by 呢一個 [this] loanshark 
R:  Who's knocking at the door in your story? 
J: No one knocking..just climb the house and use the pencil to boom boom boom 
T:  篤爆去  [Poke to burst the balloons] (overlap) 
R: Who's using the pencil? 
J & T:  The loanshark 
R: Oh..so they got into the house? 
 
J:  Yes he climb to the.the old man's house and 
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R: before it flew up 
 
J:   burn her house 跟住 [And then]  unhappy 啦寫埋  [Write it.] 
 
J:  use the..use his..用佢支柺杖  [Use his cane.] 
 
R: Jess, can you say it in English please, so I can understand.. 
T:  use the stick and tuk 
J: stick 
R: who? 
J:  the old man 
 
T: the old man use the stick tuk 
J&T:  the loanshark 
T: and the loanshark fall down,, 
J:  touch the loansharkk 
R: He used the stick? What do you mean? He hits him? Or he pokes? pokes 
J:  pokes? How to spell it? 
R: p-o-k-e-s 
 
J:  The loanshark die 
 
T:  然之後個 ending 呢就係比警察追捕啦 [The ending is that the police is chasing him.] 
 
J: 唔好啦，就咁話 happy ending…[No, let’s just make it a happy ending.] 
 
T:  happy ending 
 
J:  就咁話咩⋯⋯  [Yes, like this.] 
 
T:  The loanshark… 
 
J:  降落嘅英文係咩呀？ [What is ‘falling down’ in English?] 
 
T: The shark..跌左落個海度囉，諗唔到好結局喎 [It fell in the ocean. I can’t think of a 
happy ending.] 
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J: 跟住之後話佢降落左係個安全地方 live happily [Then he said that it landed in a safe place 
live happily] 
 
T: fall down 
J:  fall down? 
T: 真係 [Really] fall down. He f-a-l-l ..fall down onto a safe place and 咩好呢 [What should we 
say?]  and live happily 
 
T:  Finish 
 
J:  改下啦  [Edit it.] 
 
T:   一開始佢就 [At the beginning…]   clever.. 
 
J:  妻子英文係咩呀？ [What is ‘wife’ in English?] 
 
T:  wife 
 
J:  wife dies..finish la.. 
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Appendix 3l – Peer Dialogue Audio Transcription 
Harry* & Wendy* (*pseudonyms) 
April 18, 2016 - 'UP' Movie Clip 
(Duration: 22:00) 
 
W: A...beginning 
 
H: The beginning, we will…..because 
W:  Once upon a time again? 
H: Yes...it is once upon a time..one upon a time, there was an...there was an old man who lived in a 
old house, in a village. 
 
W:   果條係 village 嫁咩?  [That is a village?] 
 
W & H: There was a old man... 
W:   He lived…. 
H:  Village 
 
W:  係唔係用 point form 呀?  [Do we use point form?] 
 
H:   Then there was a village...village, he is 
 
W:   point form 呀, point form, 唔洗寫哂成句 [Yes point form. We don’t have to write full sentences.] 
 
R: Just put it in point form..so you don't really need to put it in full sentences. Maybe you can 
describe your village.  What kind of village it is? 
 
H:   It is a….just a man live there...only..lonely 
 
R: Lonely...yah...what kind of village it is, friendly village..unfriendly village… 
H & W:  Boring 
H:  有咩可以寫呀?  [What can we write?] 
 
W:  咩呀?  [What? ] 你講咩呀?  [What are you saying?] 
 
W:  跟住佢又想點呢? [What does he want to do after?] 
 
H: 跟住就話佢想環遊世界 [Then he wants to travel around the world] it is fly around the…. 
W:  呢度呀,係唔係呢度呀?   [Here. Is it here?] 
H:  beginning 就寫住咁多先啦  [Just write this much for now.] 
 
H:  Then we will talk about his… 
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W:   跟住  [And then]  Build-up 跟住   [and then…] 
 
H: 就話. [Just say].he is lonely so he want to fly around the sky of the Earth? 
W:   travel around the world…. 
R:  hmm travel around the world....so maybe you can tell me where does he want to go especially? 
Why does he want to go there? 
 
W: 點解佢想去呀？ [Why does he want to go?] 
 
H:  Because.. 
 
W:  his dream… 
H: he's lonely 
R: His dream is to travel…. 
W:   你講呀 [You say] 
R: What do you think? 
 
H: Maybe it is he feels very lonely in the village so he want to go another place to see... to 
look more 
 
R: So, he was living alone, is it? So maybe you need to explain over here that he lived all by 
himself ? 
 
Because here you need to explain that he lives all by himself right and that's why he wants to 
do this.. 
 
W: Travel around the world...because. 唔洗寫 full sentence 呀⋯⋯唔洗寫 full sentence 呀，你唔識 
寫 point form 呀？ 
[Don’t need to write full sentence. Don’t need to write full sentence. You don’t know how to 
write point form?] 
 
H:   lonely 囉.. [Lonely]..lonely and it is boring 
 
H:   It is boring.  It is boring in the village  呀嘛想講 [I want to say] 
 
H:   Then … 
 
W:  佢去邊度呀？ [Where is he going? ] 
 
H:   she go to  法蘭西斯 [San Fransisco] 
.. 
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W: She??? 
 
H: She go to Fr…… 
 
W:   唔識串喎   [I don’t know how to spell.] 
 
W: Around the world  成個世界，邊個敲門？ [In the whole world. Who’s knocking on the door?] 
 
H:   When there was an old … 
 
W:   邊個敲門呀？ [Who’s knocking on the door?] old..咩呀？ [What?] 
 
H:   old woman... 
 
W:   點解係  old woman？[Why is it old woman?] 
 
H:  或者 old 呀伯啦 [Maybe its an old man.] 
 
H: old man..there was an old man knocking on the door. 
W:   諗下先  [Think about it first.] 
W:   我加自己意見啦  [I will add some of my own ideas.] 
 
W:   我想加一個一個一個⋯⋯   [I want to add one…] 
 
H:  細路仔？ [A kid?] 
 
W:  係呀細路仔[Yes, a kid.] 
 
H:   就細路仔啦  [Then let’s add a kid] 
 
W:   a girl…啦 我寫  [A girl. Let me write]. 
 
W:   A girl.. 
 
H:  Then there was a girl… 
 
W:   定係乞丐呀？ [Or a beggar?] 
 
H: girl…. 
 
W: 乞丐可以話佢無地方住呀嘛 [If we write a beggar then we can say that he has no where to live.] 
 
H:  又好 [That’s good.] 
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W:  乞丐⋯⋯[Beggar] 
 
H:  可以試下  [We can try.] 
 
H:  就話佢  [We can say ]  or there was a beggar come 
 
W: 你知唔知乞丐英文係咩？ [Do you know what beggar is in English?] 
 
H:  beggar... 
 
W:   係喎，點串呀？  [Oh yeah. How do you spell?] 
 
H: b..e..gg..ar..r 
 
Another Student: b-e-g-g-a- 
W:  b-e- 
H: g-g- 
 
W:  g-a-r? 
 
AS:   好似係呀  [I think so.] 
 
W:  beggar 
 
W: What goes wrong? 唔係 [No.] What goes wrong?  
H:  What's wrong is it? 
W:  跟住呢  [What’s next?] 
 
H:  跟住就話   [Then say…] 
 
W:  跟住就話佢求野食   [Then say that he begged for food.] 
 
H: He wants to find a place to live? 
W:  睇下先  [Let’s see.] 
W:   Problem? 
 
H:   He saw a bad man? 
 
R: What about here? Did you find out who's knocking...A beggar knocking at the door? Ok. How 
did..how did the..how did the beggar get to the house? Maybe you need to explain also, how did 
he get to the house? 
 
H:   Knock the door? 
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H:   Knock the window? 
 
R:   How did he get into the house? 
 
W:  點解，點樣入去？ [Why? How does he go in?] 
 
H:   Go in from…. 
 
R:   So he has to be in the house before he flew up right? 
 
W:  個伯伯點樣比佢入屋企呀？[How does the grandpa let him get into the house?] 
 
H:  個伯伯一開始就係個門口度睇風景，跟住就見到個 beggar 係隔離 
[At first, the grandpa was standing at the door looking at the scenery. Then he say that the 
beggar was beside him.] 
 
W:  咁佢敲門喎，佢唔知喎   [He knocked on the door. He didn’t know.] 
 
H: Then the beggar… 
W:   doesn't make sense 
H:  Then someone knock on the door then the old then  the old man he, he, he go out 
 
W: 個老伯伯係個唔耐煩嘅人，咁點樣點比佢入去呀？ 
[The grandpa is impatient. Then how do we let him in?] 
 
H:   The beggar knocks many times knock the door many times? 
 
W:   話佢好肚餓囉睇落，非常之可憐  [Let's say he looks very hungry...he looks pitiful.] 
 
H:   好 [Good.] 
 
H:   跟住老伯伯就比佢入屋，比野佢食，其實 make sense 喎 
[Then the old man let him into the house and gave him food. It actually makes sense.] 
 
W:  只不過要講返個邏輯性囉 [But we just need to make it logical.] 
 
H:   (inaudible) [there's no stove...] 
 
W: 罐頭囉 [Can food.] 
H:  依係喎  [Oh yeah.] 
H: (inaudible) 
W:   Problem 
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H: Problem 就係無衫著   [He doesn’t have clothes to wear.] 
 
H:   The problem is…. 
 
R: The beggar looked like hungry he give some food. So who gives him so food? The old man? 
H:   The old man 
R:  Ok 
 
H:   Then is a… 
 
R: and then what happens?  What goes wrong during his adventure? 
W:   有咩事   [What happens?] 
R:  You have a mystery or something terrible happens?  Does he have to find something or looks 
for something?  Where does he go? Did you say?  Any special place? 
 
H:   Just go around?  Around the sky? Go around the Earth? 
 
R: But he has to have one place first before he…Maybe you can choose one place? 
H:  China? 
W:   China 
 
R: ok.. so you need to make some connection with that then… 
H:  Then they fly for a long time and then to find a place..to... 
R:  So he has to come back 
W: 咁爆哂氣球   [All the balloons burst.] 
 
H:  依個係喎   [Oh yeah.] 
 
R:  What did you say W? 
 
H: (overlap) There is a very high mountain 
R:   What did you say W? 
H:   A high mountain.. 
 
R:   You gave a suggestion..what did you say?  You said something? 
 
H:   There was a high mountain..he um..use a 
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W:   你用中文講呀 [Just say it in Chinese.] 
 
H:   Use this… 
 
W:  有個咩呀？  [Have what?] 
 
H:  繩？ [Rope?] 
 
W:  有條繩？ [Have a rope?] 
 
H:  有條繩牽住啦  [There’s a rope tied to it.] 
 
W:  有條繩牽住？ [There’s a rope tied to it?] 
 
H:  牽住個地下咪得囉  [A rope is tied to the ground]. 
 
W: 咁又係喎，咁佢個問題係咩野呀？ [Oh yeah. Then what is his problem?] 
 
H:  The problem is..最大嘅前題係⋯⋯最大個問題 
[The biggest problem is…the mountain is very high...no...I can’t think of the biggest problem.] 
 
W:  大前題，一係就話佢爛氣球囉  [The main point. We can say that his balloon burst.] 
 
H:  好啦，就爛氣球   [Good. Burst then.] 
 
W:  咁咪直接跌落個地下度囉  [Then it fell on the ground.] 
 
H: The problem is..the balloon..the balloon..the balloon..the balloon was broke 
W:  之後呢⋯⋯唔係   [And then…No.] 
H:  The balloon was broke 
 
W:  果個 house 係咁係度跌落黎   [The house keeps falling down.] 
 
H:   It is fall down 
 
W:  但係要話個乞丐即刻吹返個氣球喎 
[But we have to say that the beggar immediately started to blow the balloon.] 
 
H: 個乞丐有個氣泵 [The beggar has a pump.] 
 
H:  跟住個乞丐就發覺個呀伯屋企有個氣泵 
[Then the beggar figured out that the grandpa’s house has a pump. Then he borrowed the 
pump?] 
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W:   佢無啦啦有個氣泵⋯⋯話佢執垃圾。 
[He suddenly has a pump.  Said he collects rubbish?] 
 
H: Yes, we say he collects rubbish 
H: because the... 
W:  佢有個百寶袋   [He has a treasure bag.] 
 
W: 佢有個氣泵  [He has a pump.] 
 
H: 原來果個係神仙袋   [That is a magical bag.] 
 
W:  跟住果個  [And then…] 
 
H: The beggar found a..found a..how to say.氣泵叫咩？[airpump] 
W:  氣泵，算啦，我地吹 [ Pump. Whatever. We blow it.] 
W: 呢個呀？好似係，應該係  [What about this? I think so. Should be]. 
 
H: breath the balloon 
 
W: balloon 係點串，睇唔到呀   [How do you spell balloon? I can’t see.] 
 
H: b-a-l-l-a-n 
 
H: b-a-l-l-a-n 
W:  係呀  [Yes.] 
H:   咁寫嘅  [Write like this.] 
 
W:  我都唔知佢寫咩 [I don’t know what you wrote.] 
 
H:  Ohhh… 
 
H:  blew the balloon quickly 
 
W:  係呀，咁樣 [Yes, like that.] 
 
H: Then..撞到個山 [Crashed into the mountain.] crash into the mountain? 
W:  呢康咪 problem 囉 [what? here's the problem] 
H:  The balloon 跟住就佢地鬧交。跟住就漂下漂下⋯⋯ 
[The balloon...Then they started to argue? They kept floating?] 
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W: 跟住無哂氣，爛哂氣球，跌返哂係佢屋企。 
[Then there was no air left. All the balloons burst and the house fell back to its original location.] 
 
H:  And it is the balloon that all is broke then 
 
W: 你講咩呀，無講中文啦  [What are you saying? Speak in Chinese.] 
 
H:  The balloon is 爛哂   [All burst.] 
 
W:  咁就去左個無人島？ [Then it landed on an island with no people?] 
 
H: 求其啦，係屋企咪算囉 [Whatever. Just that if fell in its original location]. 
 
H: Finally 
 
W:  Let's use this idea 
 
H: He fall down, he go back to the.. then the last the old man go back to the, go back to the 
W:  go back to the village again 
H:  back to the village again 
 
W:  and live with the beggar happily 
 
H:   live , live with a beggar, a beggar, happily, finally, 
 
W:  我唔知係唔係咁串  [I don’t know if this is how you spell it.] 
 
W: he blow the, a beggar blow the a balloon quickly 
R:  Then, and then? 
H:  The house 
 
W: the old man fixed it well, the house became well 
H:  became a (inaudible) again 
R: ok so over here what was wrong? The old man..the balloon was broken? How did it become 
broken?  How did it burst? 
 
H: by the bird, by the bird 
R: ok? 
R:  So what about the beggar in the story? 
Isn't he?  He just disappears? What about here? 
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H: They all are scared 
H:  They all are scared 
R: So the bird burst the balloon and then the house comes down slowly..they are scared and then 
what happens? Oh, the beggar blows the balloons quickly, so many balloons, so many balloons 
he just keeps on blowing? 
 
W: I don't know how to say 個泵呀   [The air pump.] 
 
W:  And he picks some rubbish rubbish 
 
H: in the rubbish station..he always take the useful things 
R:  reycle things 
H: beggar take the..take the things 
R:  to reuse it again 
H:  The beggar take all the useful..the useful things in the rubbish station 
 
R: from the landfill, remember we learned the landfill where all the garbage goes. 
W:  跟住呢  [And then?] 
R: And then what do you think? 
W:  The houses can fly again 
H:  The house fly again 
 
R:  Where does it go in the end? 
 
R: Where does he go again after that? 
H:  He goes back to the village 
R: lives with the beggar..happily ever after. 
H:  Yes 
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Action Reserch (AR) Lesson Cycles 
 
AR CYCLE 1 
Time Allocated:  Three 45 minute lessons 
 
 Helping the learners to the purpose of  talking with their peers in generating 
 Modeling to students how to talk and share ideas with their peers. 
 Learners wrote a new ending for Jack & the Beanstalk 
 
 
Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 
1) Teaching the language 
phrases for agree/disagree 
1) Modeling to learners how to 
exchange ideas with their 
peers 
1) Mini-lesson on extending 
sentences, using adjectives, 
talking words and dialogue 
 2) Peer dialogue and scribing on 
planner 
2)   Writing the story 
 
AR CYCLE 2 
Time Allocated:  Four 45 minute lessons 
 
 Identifying the features of adventure stories 
 Write an adventure story using picture prompts 
 
 
Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 
1) Identifying features of 
adventure stories 
1) Recap features of 
adventure story 
1) Mini lesson on 
describing setting 
and characters 
1) Recap on 
describing setting 
and characters 
2) Introduce story 
mountain 
2)  Show picture prompts 2) Peer dialogue and 
scribing ideas on 
planner 
2)  Writing 
3) Deconstruct and 
construct an adventure 
story using the story 
mountain 
3) Ss talk-pair-share 
about which picture 
they will select and 
where in the story 
mountain it start i.e. 
beginning, build- 
up,problem, 
resolution or ending. 
Ss share ideas with 
whole class 
  
4)  Play roll-a-story game 4) Peer dialogue and 
scribing on 
planner 
  
 
. 
 Appendix 4 (cont’d) 
Action Reserch (AR) Lesson Cycles 
 
 
AR CYCLE 3 
Time Allocated:  Two 45 minute lessons 
 
 Give characters and setting a name 
 Write an adventure story using a movie clip – “UP” 
 
 
Lesson 1 Lesson 2 
1) Recap on features of adventure story and story 
mountain 
1) Mini lessons 
- giving a name to the character and 
setting 
- recap on describing setting and 
characters 
- recap on on extending sentences, 
using adjectives, talking words and 
dialogue 
2)   Show Ss the movie clip 2) Writing 
3)Whole-class brainstorming  
4) Peer dialogue and scribing on 
planner 
 
 Appendix 5 
Picture Prompts 
Picture A Picture B 
Picture C 
 
Appendix 6 
 
Sample of Teacher Preliminary Interview Questions 
1. What are the students’ level of English abilities in writing in your classroom? 
 
2. Do students in your class enjoy writing? Yes No 
If No, why?    
 
3. What kind of approach do you use for the writing tasks? Guided/Process/Product 
 
4. Do students in your class have difficulties generating ideas for their writing? 
 
If yes, how do you help them overcome this? 
 
5. How do you generate ideas in the classroom for writing? Could you share your steps with me? 
 
6. Do you prefer students generating ideas individually/in pairs/groups? 
 
7. Do the students use a planner/mind map to record their ideas? 
 
8. Which stage of the writing process is the most difficult for students? Generating 
ideas/Structuring/Formulating sentences for writing 
Appendix 7 
 
Sample of Students’ Preliminary Questionnaire 
 
1 Do you enjoy writing Yes 
If No, why? 
No 
 你享受寫作嗎? ☐ 享受 ☐ 不享受 
 若不享受，為什麼?  
 
2. How often do you have a writing lesson? 
 
你每隔多久上英語寫作課? 
☐ 一星期 五次 ☐一星期 三至四次 ☐一星期 一至兩次 
 
3. How often do you do TSA writing tasks? 
你每隔多久做 TSA 英語寫作練習? 
☐ 從不 ☐一星期 一至兩次 ☐一星期 三至四次 ☐經常 
 
4. What do you write about? 
你通常寫的是什麼文體? 
 
☐ 故事 ☐書信 ☐食譜 ☐海報 
其他 (請註明):   
 
5. How does your teacher teach you writing? Could you share the steps with me? 
你的老師通常怎樣教你寫作? 你可以跟我分享老師教你寫作的過程嗎? 
 
6. Which part of the writing stage is the most difficult for you? 
你認為那一個寫作步驟是最困難? 
☐構思意見 ☐寫作 ☐兩項皆是 
為什麼? 
 
7. How does the teacher help you to generate ideas for writing? 
你的老師怎樣在寫作上幫助你構思意見 ? 
 
8. The teacher help you with ideas for writing in: 
你的老師透過 ☐全班 ☐一對 ☐組與組 在寫作上幫助你構思意見。 
 
9. How do you record your ideas? On a mind map/a planner? 
你是如何記錄你所構思的意見?在腦圖上還是在計劃表上? 
 
10. Would writing be easier if the teacher spend more time in helping you to generating ideas? 
若有老師協助你構思意見 ，寫作會容易一點嗎? 
☐ 是 ☐否 
為什麼? 
 
11. Would you like to talk to and share ideas with your classmate to before writing? 
你會希望在寫作前跟同學談及和分享你的意見? 
☐ 會 ☐否 
為什麼? 
 
12. Do you think talking and sharing your ideas with your classmate will help you before you write? 
你認為在寫作前跟同學討論及分享你的意見有助你寫作嗎? 
☐ 有 ☐否 
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Sample of Students’ Post Interview Questions 
 
1. How does the teachers’ activities help you to generate ideas for writing? 
2. Does talking and sharing ideas help you with writing? 
3. Do you think the teacher should brainstorm ideas with the whole class before you talk to your peer? 
4. Do you prefer classroom brainstorming/individual thinking/talking with your peer? 
5. Does the classroom brainstorming help you with generating ideas with your peer? 
6. Does talking to your peer help you to think of more ideas? Less ideas? Or it does not help? 
7. How does the planner help you to organize your ideas? 
8. After talking, is writing easier or still difficult? 
9. Would you like to continue talking and sharing ideas with a partner before writing? 
10. Do you prefer to think of ideas by yourself? 
